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Preface

From recent advances in research into the quantum nature of light and matter wave fields, the new
area of quantum engineering has emerged. Quantum engineering has opened new horizons in quan‑
tum metrology for testing fundamental physical laws, reaching unprecedented levels of precision
in measurements of space and time. The associated novel quantum technologies have led to atomic
clocks and sensors that can be applied favourably in global geodesy, inertial sensing, navigation, and
laser ranging.
The Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) has always been engaged in the development
of precision measurement techniques beyond the state of the art. Over many years the PTB has
had excellent cooperation partners at the Leibniz Universität Hannover (LUH), especially institutes in
the faculties of mathematics and physics as well as geodesy, and at the Max-Planck-Institute
for Gravitational Physics (Albert Einstein Institute, AEI), that perform top-level research in quantum
engineering and closely related fields. Moreover, the close collaboration with the Laser Zentrum
Hannover (LZH) and the Center of Applied Space Technology and Microgravity (ZARM) at the
University of Bremen has proven to be extremely fruitful. This strong community was the prerequi‑
site that eventually led to the establishment of QUEST – the Centre for Quantum Engineering and
Space-Time Research – as a center of excellence at the Leibniz Universität Hannover.
Consequently, QUEST comprises the outstanding expertise of these partners to share knowledge
within and improve the strengths of the Hannover-Braunschweig region. The central idea of the
cluster is to link the four main research areas of quantum engineering, quantum sensors, space-time
and enabling technologies, and to establish promising research activities, especially at the interface
between the areas. Therefore, the future cooperation between PTB, LUH, AEI, LZH, and ZARM
is systematically strengthened by a variety of QUEST-measures, for example by establishing a joint
professorship and research groups on the campus of the PTB.
In this publication, the reader will be provided with an overview of the QUEST partners and of
ongoing and planned QUEST-related research activities at the PTB.
We hope that the new QUEST institute at the PTB will live up to the highest expectations with
leading contributions to the science and technology of quantum engineering and space-time research.
We hope you enjoy reading this issue.

Professor Wolfgang Ertmer

Professor Ernst O. Göbel

Coordinator of the Centre
for Quantum Engineering and
Space-Time Research (QUEST)

President of the PhysikalischTechnische Bundesanstalt
(PTB)
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Science in QUEST: The Quest of Science

Stefan Pfalz1
1 About QUEST
QUEST – the Centre for Quantum Engineering
and Space-Time Research – is a recently founded
cluster of excellence funded by the German Sci‑
ence Foundation DFG. QUEST comprises several
institutes at the Leibniz Universität Hannover
as well as the following partner institutions: The
Albert Einstein Institute (Max Planck Institute
for Gravitational Physics), the Laserzentrum
Hannover e.V., the Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt Braunschweig, and the Zentrum
für Angewandte Raumfahrttechnologie und
Mikrogravitation in Bremen.
Due to the outstanding expertise of all
QUEST partners in the fields of quantum engineering and space-time research, the cluster aims
for ambitious goals. In principle, QUEST will
develop and exploit sophisticated methods and
technologies to investigate fundamental issues
arising from unsolved problems of modern phy‑
sics. Today, questions like “How do quantum
mechanics and gravity go together?” or “How
did the Big Bang work?” are far from being un‑
derstood in detail and show the limits of physi‑
cal understanding. Nevertheless, the knowledge
of the underlying physics would open new
horizons and push forward the frontier of un‑
derstanding fundamental physics. For example,
temporal variations of fundamental constants
or violations of Einstein’s equivalence principle
are predicted by modern theories but up to now
have not been found in experiments, mainly due
to insufficient precision. If one could overcome
these limitations and perform measurements
with sufficient precision, the theories could be
validated and even improved to model the un‑
derlying physics in more detail.
Therefore, the simultaneous development
of techniques for high-precision measurements
and implementation of modern theories beyond
the state-of-the-art level is a promising way to
efficiently explore exciting new physics. Thus,
QUEST’s research plan is especially designed
to perform top-level research following this

strategy: the synergetic combination of research
and development in quantum engineering and
space-time physics.

2 Quantum engineering:
Engineering with light and matter at
the quantum level
Lasers allow the manipulation of atomic or mo‑
lecular inner degrees of freedom with ever incre‑
asing precision. Moreover, interference of laser
light waves is one of the most powerful and pre‑
cise tools for high-precision measurements, e. g.
for measuring very small length changes. Due to
the matter-wave duality in quantum mechanics,
atoms and molecules also behave under certain
circumstances like wave packets, so-called mat‑
ter waves. Consequently, matter-wave interfero‑
metry has been successfully demonstrated and
is a good candidate for next generation quantum
sensors. Moreover, atom lasers have been pro‑
posed, leading to the new and promising field of
atom optics.
In the recent past, stimulated by the deve‑
lopment of laser cooling and trapped ion tech‑
niques, quantum engineering of matter waves
has become the driving force of new inventions
in atomic physics and quantum optics. Thus,
today’s scientists are in the excellent situation
of having control over the inner as well as the
outer degrees of freedom of atoms (and probably
soon of molecules) right down to the quantum
limit. In parallel, the state-of-the-art of quantum
engineering of light fields has propelled the
measurement of space to entirely unforeseen
horizons, finding its most spectacular realization
in gravitational wave detectors. These devices
demonstrate sensitivities for relative length
changes at the 10–22 level, at which the direct
measurements of gravitational waves is expected
in the near future. Thus, the art of quantum en‑
gineering of matter and light as well as the capa‑
bility of space-time measurements truly herald
a new era for the exploration of fundamental
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physical questions, for the onset of gravitational
wave astronomy as well as for the invention of
new quantum technologies.

3 Space-Time research: From the Big
Bang to Einstein
One of the most challenging goals in fundamen‑
tal physics is the unification of two well-established and confirmed theories: quantum theory
and gravitation. During the last thirty years,
theorists developed a plethora of sometimes rat‑
her radical concepts like string theory with extra
space-dimensions, canonical or loop quantum
gravity and non-commutative geometry. Alt‑
hough the ultimate theory of quantum gravity is
not in our hands yet, the leading candidates all
suggest specific novel space-time phenomena.
Key examples are a violation of the equivalence
principle, time variations of fundamental con‑
stants, space-time geometry fluctuations, anoma‑
lous dispersion relations, modified gravity, and a
gravitational wave background. Research at the
QUEST constellation will span topics from pure
quantum gravity theory through phenomenolo‑
gy and up to experimental research and geodetic
applications. The specific strength of QUEST lies
in its unique mixture of space-time probes: novel
quantum sensors and high-precision clocks may
uncover a drift of the fine-structure constant and
support millimetre-precision geodesy, which
revolutionizes Earth system research and puts
Einsteinian gravity to the test, while LISA and
advanced ground-based gravitational wave de‑
tectors may test quantum cosmology with gravi‑
tational waves, thus complementing the research
at high-energy colliders.

4 QUEST: Fostering synergies
QUEST merges quantum engineering and spacetime research, which are of mutual benefit
and stimulation: the expertise joined in QUEST
enables us to address all key issues of relevance
to success in both research fields. Research
in QUEST is arranged in four global research
areas that form the backbone of the structure of
QUEST, namely “Quantum Engineering”,
“Quantum Sensors”, “Space-Time”, and “Enabling Technologies”.
The research area “Quantum Sensors” is
devoted to optical and matter-wave interferome‑
try as used for gravitational wave detectors or
high-precision measurements of long distances,
to optical clocks, to inertial sensors of unpre‑
cedented precision and to novel fundamental
tests based on atomic, molecular or mesoscopic
quantum systems. This activity will translate
the achievements of quantum engineering into
new devices crucial for the exploration of spacetime physics and the observation of the complex
system Earth. These devices are expected to

outperform other state-of-the-art technologies
in metrological applications displaying an excel‑
lent sensitivity for the absolute measurement of
effects which bend and deform space and time.
Quantum engineering of these devices will thus
allow investigation of the nature of quantum
physics and will challenge fundamental quan‑
tum theory with the best experimental tests
available.
The research area “Enabling Technologies”
comprises all efforts within QUEST to develop
robust and reliable devices for the most sensitive
experiments and tests in fundamental physics.
The ambitious goals of QUEST’s research chal‑
lenge present technology in quantum optics and
quantum engineering. These challenges include
photonic devices such as novel laser sources,
novel ultra-stable low-noise optical cavities,
and novel comb generators. Robust and reliable
devices are the key to explore the potential of
quantum engineering and are mandatory for the
most sensitive experiments and tests in funda‑
mental physics. Doubtless, the development of
enabling technologies, of new methods, materi‑
als, and of instruments aiming at sensors with
unprecedented levels of sensitivity as well as
at their conversion into reliable techniques for
multidisciplinary applications on Earth and in
space itself represents a pioneering field of ap‑
plied sciences. This provides outstanding poten‑
tial for the transfer of scientific and technological
achievements to commercial applications. Thus,
the development of enabling technologies for
QUEST projects will presumably yield a signifi‑
cant advancement for high precision measure‑
ments and is one of the main tasks and goals of
the cluster.
Apart from the research areas, QUEST ma‑
kes use of task groups which are flexible units
that respond to identified challenges emerging
from the particular research areas. The task
groups solve the specific tasks that require the
co-operation of more than a single research area.
Task groups are the work benches where specific
visions are turned into reality.

5 QUEST: Providing top-class infrastructure for top-level research
To reach all their goals, the QUEST partners rely
on a competitive scientific infrastructure in Han‑
nover, Braunschweig, and Bremen. Consequent‑
ly, QUEST supports all partners to improve
and establish the infrastructure according to the
needs of the cluster. Besides providing financi‑
al support for novel instrumentation, QUEST
strongly aims to recruit top-level scientists at all
stages of their career to strengthen both research
and teaching. In the framework of QUEST,
eight new W2/W3-professorships are installed
at the QUEST institutes. Those professorships
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are expected to work at the interfaces between
well-established scientific fields within QUEST.
Moreover, eight new junior research groups and
also more than eight research groups are funded
by QUEST providing the best conditions for
young researchers. Finally, QUEST is commit‑
ted to excellent quality in education especially
for PhD students and thus has installed a PhDFellowship program to provide the best possible
support for young talent.

6 The partners forming QUEST
Six different institutes of the Leibniz University
Hannover and four external partner institutions
with different competences that complement one
another collaborate in QUEST.
Institute of Quantum Optics (IQ):
The Institute for Quantum Optics has a worldwi‑
de reputation in the fields of matter wave inter‑
ferometry, Bose-Einstein-condensation, quantum
optics, and ultrafast laser physics. Consequently,
many scientists at the IQ are involved in QUEST
research projects, especially in the fields of quan‑
tum engineering, quantum sensors, and enabling
technologies. For example, ongoing experiments
with Fermi-Bose mixtures will be extended to
study system correlations and ultracold mole‑
cules in detail. Moreover, the expertise in atomic
and molecular samples in periodic potentials
is essential for the development of high-preci‑
sion quantum sensors, one of the main tasks of
QUEST. The ultrafast laser group at the IQ plays
a leading role in all projects concerning quantum
engineering of ultra-short light pulses, such as
the realization of high power harmonic XUV
sources. In addition, enabling technologies like
novel light sources and novel optics are subjects
of research and development carried out by the
ultrafast laser group in close collaboration with
the Laserzentrum Hannover and the Albert Ein‑
stein Institute.
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Institute for Gravitational Physics (IGP):
The IGP is collaborating with the Max Planck In‑
stitute for Gravitational Physics (Albert Einstein
Institute) in the Zentrum für Experimentelle
Gravitationsphysik at the University of Han‑
nover. The vision of the institute is directed to‑
wards gravitational wave astronomy both from
the ground and in space. The institute plays a
leading role in the LISA space mission for lowfrequency observations and its precursor missi‑
on LISA Pathfinder. The institute also operates
the German-British gravitational wave detector
GEO600. This laser interferometer of the Mi‑
chelson type, with an arm length of 600 meters,
is located on university ground in Ruthe near
Sarstedt. The institute‘s research work is concer‑
ned with problems of quantum physics (nonclassical interferometry, squeezed light, negative
dispersion without absorption, Heisenberg limit
and quantum noise), control systems (highstability laser systems, active damping of oscilla‑
tions, adaptive optics), and gravitational physics
(further development of the gravitational wave
detector, analysis of the detector sensitivity,
data analysis techniques and sources). All these
research activities play an important role for
QUEST, especially for the development of nextgeneration gravitational wave observatories.

Figure 1:
The ability to control,
manipulate, and shape
laser pulses is one of
the key technologies for
research in QUEST.
Here, ultrashort laser
pulses are spectrally
widened by guiding
them through a photonic
crystal fibre (courtesy of
Uwe Morgner, IQ).

Figure 2:
The two perpendicular
arms of the gravitationalwave detector GEO600
(courtesy of IGP).
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Institute for Theoretical Physics (ITP):
The ITP has long-standing experience in con‑
densed-matter physics, quantum optics, and
mathematical physics, in particular gravitation
and quantum field theory. A part of the ITP is
specialized in string theory and the quantization
of gauge and gravitational theories. It brings in
competence in the theory of General Relativity
including mathematical tools and therefore con‑
tributes to many QUEST projects like the inve‑
stigation of variation of fundamental constants,
phenomenological signatures, and string cosmo‑
logy. Another part of the ITP covers the fields
of ultracold atomic gases, atom optics, and cold
atoms in optical lattices, and contributes to near‑
ly all QUEST research in the fields of quantum
engineering and quantum sensors. For example
the research on compound quantum systems or
the development of new atom interferometers is
based on sophisticated theoretical models and
calculations developed by the ITP.
Institute for Applied Mathematics (IfAM):

Figure 3:
Computation of the
structure of gravitational
waves emitted from black
hole collisions. This work
underpins the experimental research in QUEST
that is dedicated to the
development of highprecision tools for the
measurement of gravitational waves (courtesy of
Werner Benger).

The research projects at the Institute for Applied
Mathematics are directed towards problems of
practical relevance from science and enginee‑
ring. In particular, the mathematical modelling,
numerical analysis, and simulation and opti‑
mization of natural and technical processes are
covered by the research groups present at IfAM.
In many cases these processes are described
by nonlinear partial differential equations and
boundary integral equations. Applications of the
tools developed at IfAM (especially finite ele‑
ments and boundary elements) are found, e.g.,

in the modelling and simulation of elastic and
elastoplastic deformations of solids, flow in po‑
rous media, wave propagation, electromagnetic
field computations, and optimization of water
and gas networks. The Numerical Analysis
Group at IfAM closely collaborates with ITP and
the data analysis groups in QUEST to find effici‑
ent solutions of the partial differential equations
that approximate huge systems and of integral
equations for a variety of problems, especially in
gravity field determination.
Institute of Geodesy (IfE, Institut für
Erdmessung):
The IfE plays a leading role in terrestrial gra‑
vimetry and regional geoid determination and
its combination with gravimetric satellite data,
where the close interaction between theory and
application is a key element. IfE acts as one of
only four Lunar Analysis Centres of the Interna‑
tional Laser Ranging Service (ILRS) worldwide,
with strong concentration on relativistic effects
in the Earth-Moon system. Here, a close coope‑
ration with the German Fundamental Station
Wettzell exists, which runs almost all space
geodetic techniques to contribute to the determi‑
nation of global reference frames and variations
in Earth rotation. In addition, based on the data
of the recent gravity field satellite missions re‑
lated dynamic processes in the Earth system are
investigated. In the framework of QUEST, IfE
will investigate relativistic effects (e.g. temporal
variations of Newton’s constant G) using Lunar
Laser Ranging data and exploit the potential of
novel QUEST technology for high-precision geo‑
desy on Earth and in space.
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Institute for Solid State Physics (IFKP, Institut
für Festkörperphysik):
The nanostructures department at the Institute
for Solid State Physics has a long heritage of
expertise in the field of low-dimensional se‑
miconductor systems like quantum wells and
quantum dots. Research is carried out on trans‑
port phenomena and optical properties with a
focus on coupled systems and spin phenomena.
The excitation, manipulation, and detection of
defined quantum states in low-dimensional sy‑
stems using both transport and optical measure‑
ment systems are main research activities of the
IFKP. Within QUEST, the IFKP will concentrate
on condensed matter quantum systems on the
one hand, but on the other hand also expand
research activities towards compound quantum
systems, i.e. condensed matter physics with ato‑
mic gases or integrated condensed matter and
atomic quantum systems.
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ented research. Special mention should be made
of the German Federation of Industrial Research
Associations (AiF), the Federal Ministry of Ed‑
ucation and Research (BMBF), and the German
Science Foundation (DFG).
The LZH carries out industry-oriented pro‑
jects for small, medium-sized and large enterpri‑
ses from a wide spectrum of industrial branches.

Max Planck Institute for Gravitational Physics
(Albert Einstein Institute):
Research at the Max Planck Institute for Gravita‑
tional Physics (Albert Einstein Institute; AEI) is
aimed at investigating Einstein’s relativity and
beyond: mathematics, quantum gravity, astro‑
physical relativity, gravitational wave astrono‑
my, data analysis, and cosmology. The institute
is located in Potsdam (theoretical branch) and
in Hannover (experimental branch). It is now
the largest institute world-wide that is solely
focused on researching the entire spectrum of
gravitational physics. Besides the two experi‑
mental AEI departments in Hannover, the three
theoretical departments in Potsdam-Golm – Ge‑
ometric Analysis and Gravitation, Astrophysical
Relativity and Quantum Gravity – also contri‑
bute to QUEST, especially in the fields of gravi‑
tation and space-time theory. One of the main
tasks of the institute is the operation and further
development of the German-British gravitational
wave detector GEO600.
The Laser Zentrum Hannover (LZH):
Since it was founded in 1986, the Laser Zentrum
Hannover has carried out research, develop‑
ment, and consultancy in the fields of laser tech‑
nology, optics, and photonics. Through interdis‑
ciplinary cooperation, the LZH has been able to
set high quality standards, belonging to the top
league of regional, national, and international
independent research institutes.
Over 270 scientists and employees from ap‑
proximately 30 countries are active in research,
from biophotonics to laser development, nano‑
technology to material sciences, and industrial
engineering to medical technology. National and
international program funding allows the LZH
to be engaged in both basic and application-ori‑

The development of customer-specific solutions
and technology transfer are vitally important
at the LZH, allowing research results to be
quickly turned into practical industrial uses and
applications.
Center of Applied Space Technology and Microgravity (ZARM):
The Center of Applied Space Technology and
Microgravity is a scientific institute of the
Department of Engineering of the University
of Bremen. The most outstanding facility is the
Drop Tower Bremen, which provides a unique
environment of about 5 seconds of zero gravity
in an earthbound laboratory.
One of the main fields of interest and research of ZARM is fundamental physics, con‑
sisting of high-precision gravitational experiments, cryogenics, design and performance
of space experiments, space technology, and
relativistic gravity research. The research acti‑
vities are embedded in many national as well

Figure 4:
Precise control of light
states requires the use
of high-end technologies
in experimental setups.
Special optical components and coatings are
designed and fabricated
within the framework of
QUEST as shown in this
picture of the coating
facility at LZH (courtesy
of LZH).
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Figure 6:
Heart of an optical atomic clock developed at the PTB.
A cloud of laser-excited, laser-cooled strontium atoms
is confined in a magneto-optical trap. The ability to
precisely control and manipulate ultracold atoms
and molecules gives rise to the new field of quantum
engineering (courtesy of Christian Lisdat, PTB).

Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB):

Figure 5:
Drop tower of the Center
of Applied Space Technology and Microgravity
(ZARM) with a height
of 146 m (courtesy of
ZARM).

as international collaborations. These activities
cover the design of small satellites, high preci‑
sion drag-free control for fundamental physics,
geodesy, and astronomy satellite missions, the
development of navigation systems as well as
fundamental physics experiments like the test of
the Equivalence Principle or the theoretical ana‑
lysis of the Pioneer anomaly. ZARM is partner
of the French mission MICROSCOPE (MICRO
Satellite à traînée Compensée pour l’Observation
du Principe d’Equivalence) for a space test of
the Equivalence Principle as well as of the ESA/
NASA LISA (Laser Interferometer Space Anten‑
na) and LISA Pathfinder missions for the detec‑
tion of gravitational waves in space. Recently,
in collaboration with other German institutes
ZARM opened up the new field of the develop‑
ment of new inertial sensors based on atomic
interferometry and Bose-Einstein condensates.

The Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt is
the national metrology institute of Germany. It
provides scientific and technical services and
belongs to the Federal Ministry of Economics
and Technology (BMWi). Founded in 1887 as
the Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt, it has
now 1350 staff members on its sites in Braun‑
schweig and Berlin. The PTB performs funda‑
mental research and development in the field of
metrology as a basis for all the tasks entrusted
to it directly by more than 60 laws and decrees.
Among its tasks are the determination of fun‑
damental and natural constants, the realization,
maintenance, and dissemination of the legal
units as defined by the international systems of
units, safety engineering, services and metrology
for the areas regulated by law and for industry,
and technology transfer. The PTB is renowned
in particular for its primary atomic clocks and
its service to the worldwide time and frequency
metrology community. The PTB offers numerous
calibration services for measurement tasks
which others cannot perform with the required
precision.
The PTB is engaged continually in leadingedge metrological research and development.
Prominent examples are the researches into the
redefinition of several physical base units. What
has already been accomplished for the meter,
with its trace back to the speed of light in va‑
cuum, is still pending for other base units: the
tracing to fundamental constants. The PTB and
QUEST will closely interact to incorporate and
intensify new fields of research which up to now
have not been pursued at the PTB or at the LUH
with the necessary depth.
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QUEST at the PTB

Fritz Riehle1

1 Introduction: Historical evolution and
perspective
Over many decades the PTB has been among the
world-leading National Metrology Institutes.
Among other tasks, the generation and dissemi‑
nation of legal time in Germany is an obligation
based on the Time and Units Act [1]. The PTB
can only live up to this goal to the best of its
abilities if it conducts basic and applied research
into future clocks, novel time and frequency
dissemination schemes and related technologies.
One example is the future satellite navigation sy‑
stem Galileo, which has to be supported scienti‑
fically and developed further for the far-reaching
benefit of the German and European economy
and industry.
In their treaty of 15 July 2005, the German
federal and the state (Länder) ministries establis‑
hed an “Excellence Initiative” to strengthen sci‑
ence in Germany by sustainable support of the
research forefront in universities and scientific
institutions. Based on demonstrated outstanding
scientific competence on an international scale,
this program substantially supports the exploi‑
tation and preservation of excellence at universi‑
ties and their cooperation with external research
institutes like PTB.
The research conducted at the PTB belongs to
the area of departmental research [2]. For many
years, the PTB has been engaged in a fruitful
strategic cooperation with the Leibniz Univer‑
sität Hannover. The research results acquired,
e.g., in the collaborative research centre SFB 407,
“Quantum Limited Measurement Processes
with Atoms, Molecules and Photons” of the Ger‑
man Science Foundation (DFG) have contributed to an engineer-like mastery of quantum
physics. In the future, these novel techniques
of “quantum engineering” will be used to
answer urgent questions of modern basic phy‑
sics by testing fundamental physical laws,
to perform measurements of space and time
quantities with unprecedented accuracy, and
to develop quantum sensors for navigation,
surveillance and monitoring of the Earth, and
metrology.

The achieved excellent results together with
forward-looking proposals for research and the
structural development of the university [3]
have led to the establishment of the Cluster of
Excellence “Centre for Quantum Engineering
and Space-Time Research” (QUEST) at Leibniz
Universität Hannover, with partners described
in the preceding contribution.

Figure 1:
The QUEST Institute at
PTB is located in the
Max von Laue building
on the campus of PTB in
Braunschweig.

2 The QUEST Institute at PTB
In the framework of the Cluster of Excellence
QUEST currently a new institute – the “QUEST
Institute at PTB” – is being implemented in order
to conduct novel forward-looking research into
quantum engineering, spectroscopy, atomic clo‑
cks, and time dissemination. This new institute
is jointly supported by Leibniz Universität in the
framework of QUEST and by PTB under the aus‑
pices of the Federal Ministry of Economics and
Technology (BMWi) and thus it can rely on the

1
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Figure 2:
The leaders of the newly
founded QUEST research groups at PTB.
From left: Prof. Piet O.
Schmidt (Institute for
Experimental Quantum
Metrology),
Dr. Tanja E. Mehlstäubler
(Junior Research Group),
and Dr. Thomas Kessler
(Research project on
Sub-Hertz Lasers and
High-Performance
Cavities).
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resources of both institutions. The new institute
closely interacts with and is supported by the
PTB departments “Time and Frequency”, “Quan‑
tum Optics and Unit of Length”, and “Optical
Technologies”. Researchers in these departments
contribute to QUEST for example as principal
investigators in the relevant fields. The new
institute is situated on the PTB campus where it
is located mainly in the Max von Laue building
(Fig. 1).
In the framework of QUEST, new research
groups have been created which are located at
PTB and which are funded by the DFG for the
duration of QUEST. The new research groups of
the QUEST Institute at PTB comprise a profes‑
sorship on “Experimental Quantum Metrology”
which is the nucleus of the new institute, a Juni‑
or Research Group on “Quantum Sensors with
Cold Atoms and Ions”, and the research project
“Sub-Hertz Lasers and High-Performance Cavi‑
ties”. After the funding period, the professorship
will be made permanent by PTB and the BMWi.
The planned main research threads of the three
groups (Fig. 2) will be outlined in the following.
2.1 QUEST Institute “Experimental Quantum
Metrology”
The work in this group will predominantly
concentrate on novel techniques for precision
spectroscopy that have already led to new appli‑
cations during the past years and in particular to
an enormous increase in the accuracy of micro‑
wave and optical clocks. Two of these techniques
are the direct spectroscopy with frequency
combs and the spectroscopy based on the me‑
thods of quantum logic. Direct frequency comb
spectroscopy applies the equidistantly spaced
spectral lines produced by an optical frequency
comb generator directly to spectroscopic investi‑
gations of an atomic or molecular sample.

Methods of quantum logic that were originally
developed for quantum computing on the ba‑
sis of trapped ions will now be adapted to the
spectroscopy of ions. Using these methods, a socalled logic ion with technically convenient pro‑
perties can be used to manipulate, control and
interrogate a different ionic species. A distinct
advantage of this technique results from the fact
that the investigated ions need not have optical
transitions that are suitable for laser cooling and
state detection. Hence, a large number of atomic
and molecular species which previously could
not be investigated are now accessible. The plan‑
ned experiments include spectroscopic investiga‑
tions on ions with unprecedented precision [4].
These investigations are relevant in particular to
the question of whether fundamental physical
constants such as the fine-structure constant ex‑
hibit variations on the cosmological time scale.
The quantum logic spectroscopy technique
will also be used to develop an optical clock on
the basis of an extremely narrow transition in a
single aluminum ion. This system offers the pro‑
spect of becoming one of the world’s best atomic
clocks. To this end it will be necessary to adapt
the technologies for super-stable lasers that have
been developed at PTB [5] and their advance‑
ment by the new QUEST research group that is
described in more detail below.
2.2 Junior Research Group “Quantum Sensors
with Cold Atoms and Ions”
This research group will concentrate on atomic
interferometric sensors and the development of
many-ion optical clocks.
The instability of the most advanced optical
clocks with single ions is now limited by the
quantum projection noise in the state detection
of the ion and by the observed resonance line‑
width which is typically in the range of 10 Hz.
The linewidth limitation is set either by the natu‑
ral linewidth of the reference transition or by the
laser stability or by the length of the interaction
time, which may be limited by heating of the ion.
Improved stability is an important requirement
in order to be able to verify and exploit the accu‑
racy of these clocks. At the present level of insta‑
bility, averaging times of up to 100 days would
be necessary for a full evaluation to a relative
uncertainty at the 10–18 level. This uncertainty
level is the long-term goal in the development of
optical clocks.
In this research project it is planned to in‑
vestigate ways to improve the stability of the
clocks by using many ions (ten to one hundred),
which will reduce the relative amount of quan‑
tum projection noise in the atomic resonance si‑
gnal. Besides the development of novel trapping
structures, the research targets ions with 1S0 – 1P0
reference transitions which are insensitive to the
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Figure 4:
Optical reference cavity
of an ultrastable laser
in a noise-immune mounting developed at PTB.

Figure 3:
Fluorescence of five laser-cooled Yb+ ions in a radiofrequency trap (blue: high intensity; green, red: lower
intensities). The use of more than a single ion in an
optical clock requires novel technologies which allow to
keep all ions in the field-free region of the trap where
they are not affected by perturbations that shift the
clock frequency.

electric field gradient produced by neighboring
ions (Fig. 3).
Measuring the frequency of a clock at the
level of 10–18 will ultimately lead to sensitive de‑
vices that can determine the geopotential height
with an accuracy of 1 cm. Currently the geoid
of the Earth is known with an uncertainty of
30 ... 50 cm. In a further step, such clocks will
enable the direct observation of tectonic plate
drifts. Other quantum based sensors can provide
complementary geodetic information: sensors
based on cold atom interferometry can have
various applications, for example as accelerome‑
ters, gravimeters, and gradiometers.
With the start of QUEST, interdisciplinary
cooperations between navigation engineers,
geodesists and cold-atom researchers are stimu‑
lated in order to develop novel sensors based
on cold atoms for new applications in geosci‑
ence and gravity measurements. The Junior
Research Group intends to contribute to this
field with its expertise in manipulation of cold
atoms and high-precision atom interferometry
measurements.
2.3 Research project “Sub-Hertz Lasers and
High-Performance Cavities”
Currently optical atomic clocks are about to out‑
perform the best microwave clocks with respect
to accuracy and stability. However, presently
the short-term stability of optical clocks is limi‑
ted by the frequency stability of the lasers that
are employed to interrogate the atomic or ionic

transition that is used as the “pendulum” of the
atomic clock. Highly stable narrow-linewidth
lasers are furthermore indispensable for highresolution spectroscopy, atom interferometers,
fundamental physics tests, and for interferome‑
tric measurements in future space missions such
as the gravitational-wave detector LISA.
To achieve the required stability, a laser
is usually locked to a narrow resonance of an
optical cavity. The cavity typically consists of
two mirrors with very high reflectivity optically
contacted to a spacer that keeps the mirrors at
a well-defined distance (Fig. 4). The stability of
the locked laser is determined by the stability
of the optical length of the reference cavity [5].
Previously, in many experiments the most severe
length fluctuations were caused by low-frequen‑
cy seismic and acoustic vibrations, which couple
through the mounting to the cavity and lead to
quasi-static forces which deform the cavity and
change its length. This problem has now been
solved by the use of mounting techniques that
are immune to vibrations, developed in a world‑
wide effort by several research groups including
the PTB group [6]. Nowadays the frequency
stability of the best lasers is ultimately limited
by thermal length fluctuations of the reference
cavities. These fluctuations are driven by the
Brownian motion of the molecules of the cavity
material. The stability degradation due to ther‑
mal noise poses a serious problem for the further
development of ultra-stable lasers which will de‑
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Figure 5:
The new QUEST institute
in the Max von Laue
building (1) is in close
vicinity to the Paschen
(2), Giebe (3), and Kopfermann (4) buildings,
where PTB groups work
on neutral-atom clocks,
single-ion clocks, and
primary atomic clocks
and time dissemination,
respectively.

finitely hinder a number of promising fields dis‑
cussed above from living up to their far-reaching
expectations. Therefore the research project will
concentrate with high priority on solving the
thermal noise problem. Furthermore, cavities
will be developed that can be used in transporta‑
ble optical clocks on ground and in space for a
multitude of leading-edge applications.

3 The PTB research groups and QUEST
The new QUEST Institute is located in close
vicinity to the PTB groups that work on related
fields, namely primary atomic clocks and time
dissemination in the Kopfermann building,
single-ion clocks and silicon technology in the
Giebe building, and quantum optics and neutralatom clocks in the Paschen building (Fig. 5). It
can be expected that the strong interaction and
close integration of working fields and resear‑
chers will lead to a joint research facility where
the PTB and QUEST research groups and labo‑
ratories work together for the benefit of both
partners.
The objectives of the PTB research on fre‑
quency standards, clocks, and time and frequen‑
cy dissemination and the goals of QUEST have
much in common. This inevitably results in
the fact that a number of PTB researchers act as
principal investigators in QUEST. PTB resear‑
chers for example lead the QUEST task groups
“Transportable Ultra-Stable Clocks” and “Va‑
riations of Fundamental Constants”. The first
task group responds to the situation that optical
clocks are now at the point of outperforming the
best primary microwave clocks. With the pro‑
spect of soon having clocks with orders-of-ma‑
gnitude lower instability and higher accuracy, it
is imperative to ensure that these new opportu‑
nities will not be restricted to a few specialized
institutes like PTB. In order to accomplish the
QUEST goals in quantum metrology, the sup‑
port of space missions, and precision geodesy,
clocks are needed with specifications that are

presently not available. The task group “Trans‑
portable Ultra-Stable Clocks” will develop a
transportable optical frequency standard whose
stability and accuracy exceeds that of the best
present microwave standards. Transportable op‑
tical clocks will also be used to compare remote
clocks and to test and improve novel techniques
for remote time and frequency comparisons like
long-haul optical fiber links [7].
The task group “Variations of Fundamental
Constants” focuses on the investigation of a fun‑
damental problem: most theoretical models that
attempt to unify General Relativity and quantum
mechanics propose temporal and spatial varia‑
tions of fundamental constants. This issue is of
high importance also for metrology as there is
a program to base most if not all base units of
the International System of Units (SI) on funda‑
mental constants [8]. The task group will focus
its activities on possible variations of three fun‑
damental constants: the gravitational constant,
the fine-structure constant, and the electron-toproton mass ratio. Laboratory investigations into
possible temporal variations of the two latter
constants will benefit from the huge progress in
the development of optical clocks [9,10]. In order
to obtain a robust system of frequency compari‑
sons, the task group will coordinate and perform
continuous comparisons between the frequency
standards and clocks of QUEST and other highly
accurate clocks operated worldwide. Apart from
reducing the current limits on possible variations
of the fundamental constants, these results will
also be relevant to identifying the best candidate
for a future redefinition of the SI second.

4 Outlook
With the joint QUEST Institute of PTB and the
Leibniz Universität Hannover on the PTB cam‑
pus in Braunschweig, a new era begins in several
respects. First, in the new research network seve‑
ral fields of cutting-edge metrology can be pur‑
sued which due to the limited resources of PTB
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so far could not be handled with the necessary
persistence and clout. Such a field is the utiliza‑
tion of atom interferometry for high precision
metrology [11]. Here the PTB group has made
significant contributions since the early days
of atom interferometry and now can join forces
with other related activities in QUEST. Second,
with the QUEST Institute the departmental re‑
search and university research are interlinked in
a well-defined way that offers many opportunies
of cross-fertilization. Third, with the presence in
university and departmental research, there are
new ways to contribute to and shape research
programs within the national, European and
international research bodies and space agencies.
Fourth, the novel technologies resulting from
the quantum-engineering research of QUEST are
expected to lead to future-oriented cooperations
with industrial partners in order to identify new
applications and promote commercialization.
Fifth, considering the unique working opportu‑
nities with full support from the university, the
PTB, and from the other QUEST partners, it is
expected that the best researchers in the perti‑
nent fields can be attracted. The new positions
temporally funded by the Cluster of Excellence
constitute an additional support of the PTB
which strengthens its position in particular
in the fields of time and frequency metrolo‑
gy and quantum technology based precision
measurements.
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More Accurate Clocks –
What are They Needed for ?
Ekkehard Peik1 and Andreas Bauch2

Figure 1:
The authors carry a commercial transportable
caesium clock. The
caesium fountain CSF2
of PTB is visible in the
background.

1 The question
The measurement of time has an enormously
wide range of applications. In fact, a clock is the
only measurement device that most people carry
around continuously during the day. A research
group that happens to announce progress in the
performance of clocks can be certain to attract
a great deal of attention by the media. Many
people are impressed by the achievable precision
in atomic timekeeping but then they ask: what
is this actually needed for? This is exactly the
question we want to address in this paper. We
will look at technical problems and scientific
questions that provide motivation for the further
development of atomic clocks. We give a cursory
overview of applications of “better” clocks in a
couple of fields, and try to make clear each time
what property is actually needed to make the
clock be called “better”.

2 Measures for the quality of clocks

1
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Accurate and stable frequency references are
critical for a lot of commercial, scientific, and
military applications. For each type of applica‑
tion, a set of requirements has typically been
developed. These cover on the one hand the
performance of the clock output signal, such
as frequency accuracy, frequency stability and
phase noise. On the other hand, size, weight,
power consumption, reliability, maintainability,
and of course the cost can become equally im‑
portant, depending on the application. It seems
inadequate to use everyday terminology such
as good, better, best without clearly defining the
criteria of judgement. Figure 1 shows a commer‑
cial caesium clock, which costs 70 000 €, weighs
30 kg, has a power consumption of below 100 W,
and provides standard frequency with a speci‑
fied relative accuracy of 5·10–13 and a long-term
relative frequency instability below 1·10–14.
Figure 1 also displays CSF2, the second caesium
fountain built at PTB, which is clearly stationary.
Its construction needed 350 000 € capital invest‑
ment, and a team of physicists and engineers has
been engaged to design, build and operate it. It
shall provide a realization of the SI second with

an uncertainty below 1·10–15 and a long-term
stability at the 10–16 level. Which clock is better?
The frequency of oscillators and clocks is
subject to systematic and random variations
with respect to the intended nominal output
value. The variety of measures for quantitative
characterization has been extensively covered
in the literature [1], and we provide a somewhat
formal introduction to the matter before we deal
with the various applications of atomic clocks.
2.1 Frequency instability
We start with the expression for the (nearly) si‑
nusoidal signal voltage generated by a frequency
standard, given by

					

,

(1)

where ν0 , ϕ(t), V0 , and e(t) are the nominal fre‑
quency, the instantaneous phase fluctuations,
the signal amplitude, and its variations, respec‑
tively. We introduce the instantaneous phase-
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time variations, x(t) = ϕ(t) / (2πν0), and the instan‑
taneous normalized frequency departure
y(t) = (dϕ/dt) / (2πν0). Both can be analyzed in the
time domain and in the frequency domain. Here
we restrict ourselves to time-domain quantities,
based on mean frequency values measured
during an averaging time τ, such as the Allan
variance,
					

.

(2)

–
Here the yk(τ)-values represent a contiguous
(no dead time) series of data, and the brackets
denote an infinite time average. In practice, a
finite sum of terms is considered, and according
to an empirical rule the number of samples
should be ten or larger. In a double-logarithmic
plot of σy(τ) versus τ, one can discriminate
among some causes of instability in the clock signal because they lead to different slopes. If shot
noise of the detected atoms is the dominating
noise source, the frequency noise is white and
σy(τ) decreases like τ –1/2. In this case, σy(τ) agrees
with the classical standard deviation of the sam‑
ple. Typically, however, one observes long-term
effects due to coloured noise processes which
indicate that parameters defining ν0 are not
sufficiently well controlled. In such a case, the
classical standard deviation would diverge with
increasing τ and increasing observation time
whereas in a plot of log(σy(τ)) versus log(τ), the
slope approaches zero or just becomes positive.
In Figure 2 we show examples of the frequency
instability expected or observed for a variety of
atomic frequency standards.
2.2 Frequency accuracy
The term accuracy is generally used to express
the agreement between the clock’s average out‑
put frequency and its nominal value conforming
to the SI second definition. The manufacturers of
commercial devices state the accuracy as a range
of clock frequencies to be expected for a given
model, usually without giving details about the
causes of potential frequency deviations. A de‑
tailed uncertainty estimate has to be provided
for primary clocks and for frequency standards
that shall obtain a status akin to that of primary
clocks. This estimate deals with the quantitative
knowledge of all effects which may imply that
the output frequency does not reflect the transiti‑
on frequency of unperturbed atoms at rest.
Taking into account the incomplete knowledge
of the involved experimental parameters and of
the underlying mechanisms, one first estimates
the components of the uncertainty due to in‑
dividual effects and finally states a combined
uncertainty. An example for such an uncertainty
estimate is given in Ref. [2].
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There is a relation between the quantities instabi‑
lity and accuracy for the following reason: some
systematic effects can be evaluated only by mea‑
suring the clock frequency relative to a reference
clock. In this case, the clock frequency instability
may mask the observation of systematic effects,
and any gain in accuracy may be hampered by
the long measurement times needed to evaluate
the systematic effects. An example for this situa‑
tion is the measurement of the collisional shift in
fountain clocks [3].
In order to avoid measurements relative to
a reference, as many effects as possible are determined theoretically or by the measurement of
underlying quantities which provide a higher
sensitivity than the clock transition itself. The
most obvious example is the Zeeman shift. Here
the shift is measured for a first-order sensitive
transition in order to calculate the second-order
shift of the clock transition.

3 International Time Scales
International Atomic Time (TAI) and Coordi‑
nated Universal Time (UTC) are maintained
and disseminated by the Time, Frequency and
Gravimetry Section of the Bureau International
des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) [4]. They are the
result of worldwide cooperation of about 65
national metrology laboratories and astronomi‑
cal observatories that operate atomic clocks of
different kinds. Each participating laboratory
k realizes an approximation to UTC, denoted
UTC(k), which is used as the reference for lo‑
cal clock comparisons and frequency distribu‑
tion. Time transfer between the laboratories as
described in Ref. [5] establishes the differences
between the UTC(k) time scales. The dissemina‑
tion of UTC by the BIPM takes the form of a time
series of [UTC – UTC(k)] for selected dates in the
past month.
To which extent are accurate clocks instru‑
mental in this activity? Combining the clock and
time transfer data using the algorithm ALGOS
leads to an averaged time scale called Free
Atomic Time Scale. The algorithm is designed

Figure 2:
Relative frequency
instability σy(τ) of different atomic frequency
standards.
Magenta: rubidium
standard (typical); black:
widely used commercial
caesium standard Symmetricom 5071A (highperformance option);
dashed green: typical
performance of passive
hydrogen masers; solid
green: typical performance of active hydrogen masers; dashed and
solid cyan: measured frequency instability of PTB
CSF1 and LNE-SYRTE
FO-2, respectively; blue:
measured combined
instability of CS1 and
CS2 of PTB during 8
years of continuous
operation; red: expected
intrinsic stability limit of a
Strontium optical lattice
clock (see Ref. [9]).
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to provide a reliable scale with optimized fre‑
quency stability for a selected averaging time,
assigning statistical weights to individual clocks
based on their performance during the last 12
months. In a second step, measurements of
primary frequency standards realizing the SI
second made over the previous one-year period
are introduced to calculate the relative departure
of the second of the free atomic time scale from
the SI second. By application of a very gentle
“frequency steering” which should not com‑
promise the intrinsic stability, the free scale is
transformed into an accurate atomic time scale
named TAI. The SI second is currently best real‑
ized at national time laboratories maintaining

Figure 3:
Comparison of fountains
operated in National
Metrology Institutes with
TAI. Δ is the relative
departure of the realized
time unit from the TAI
scale unit during individual operation periods of
typically 20 to 30 days.
The total time span is two
years ending in September 2008.
Blue: CSF1 of PTB;
cyan: CsF1 of NPL (Teddington, UK); orange:
F1 of NMIJ (Tsukuba,
Japan); green: F1 of
NIST (Boulder, USA);
grey: CsF1 of NICT (Tokyo, Japan); red: CSF1
of INRIM (Torino, Italy);
magenta squares: FO1,
magenta triangles: FO2,
magenta dots: FOM,
of LNE-SYRTE (Paris,
France).

caesium fountains. Figure 3 depicts the results
of comparisons of all fountains operated worldwide with TAI over 2 years. The time scale
UTC, which differs from TAI by just an integer
number of seconds and which is the basis for all
standard times throughout the world, is then the
final product of the process.
In recent years there has been a rapid im‑
provement in the development of optical fre‑
quency standards, and the clearest demonstra‑
tion that the accuracies of some systems now
surpass that of caesium standards was reported
in Ref. [6]. This calls in the long term for a re‑
definition of the second. But how to approach
this change, how to find the best suited atomic
reference transition? The category “secondary
representations of the second” has been defined
[7], and a formal procedure has been established
of taking note of measurements of transition
frequencies in atoms and ions relative to the
caesium frequency standard and of the pertinent
uncertainty evaluations. Only frequency stand‑
ards with accuracies of around one part in 1014
or better are currently considered. Presently, the
list includes a Rb microwave standard, optical
transitions in the ions 88Sr+, 199Hg+, and 171Yb+,
and a transition in 87Sr. Further details are given
in Ref. [7] and in documentation of the CCTF
[8].

The direct comparison of two optical frequency
standards can today be performed with lower
uncertainty than the SI second is realized [9].
From such comparisons one can assess whether
the reproducibilities of these new standards
between successive periods of operation are in
agreement with their stated uncertainties. If this
is verified, they could constitute very valuable
sources for the monitoring and steering of TAI,
even if their full intrinsic uncertainty cannot be
immediately used since they realize only secon‑
dary representations.

4 Clocks in Global Navigation Satellite
Systems
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)
have become more and more widely used in our
daily life, and this will continue with navigation
functions becoming common in mobile phones
and in cars. The functioning of GNSS depends
on the measurement of signal propagation times
between the satellites and receivers on ground.
To be more specific, the signals transmitted from
the satellites contain a prediction of the satellites’
actual clock offset from the GNSS system time
and a prediction of the satellites’ actual orbit.
These data are collected, processed and perio‑
dically uploaded to the satellites by the GNSS
ground control infrastructure. The received in‑
formation combined with the raw measurements
of the signal arrival times are used for positio‑
ning and of course also for timing applications,
depending on the type of receiver used [10].
The performance of a GNSS depends on the
system architecture. The design parameters are:
density of signal monitoring stations, frequency
of data upload to the satellites, and – relevant in
our context – the performance of clocks in space
and in the ground segment, and thus the predic‑
tability of the individual clocks with respect to
the GNSS system time.
4.1 GPS: current status
GPS time is constructed by combining all clocks
in the ground and space segment. On ground,
the major monitoring stations are equipped with
commercial caesium atomic clocks. In the long
term, GPS time is steered to follow the UTC rea‑
lization of the United States Naval Observatory.
The GPS satellites launched nowadays carry
three rubidium clocks. Operation of these clocks
in sequence ensures that the present satellite
lifetime specification of >7.5 years is met. The
rubidium clocks are subject to substantial fre‑
quency drift and aging (change of the drift rate
with time). As indicated in Fig. 2, the relative fre‑
quency instability is specified as σy(1 s) ≈ 3∙10−12,
decreasing with time to a level of σy(1 h) ≈ 2 ∙10−13.
Removing the drift from the data in retrospect
reduces the relative frequency instability for the
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Figure 4:
Physics package of the
Galileo Space Passive
Hydrogen Maser. It will
be integrated with the
Electronics Package
built by Selex Galileo,
Milano, Italy. (Courtesy of
SpectraTime, Neuchâtel,
Switzerland)

best clocks to σy(1 day) ≈ 3∙10−14. It appears that
the performance of nominally identical clock
devices shows a rather broad variability which
makes system planning and maintenance a chal‑
lenge [11].
4.2 Clocks for Galileo
The European Satellite Navigation System Gali‑
leo [12] has been designed under pressing fun‑
ding restrictions. Its performance guarantees can
be given with just two rubidium clocks in each
satellite whose operating time shall be 20 years.
The clocks’ frequency instability is specified al‑
most equal to that of the GPS clocks mentioned
above. This is sufficient to ensure that the clockprediction uncertainty (2σ) at the end of a 100min interval – the processing period in Galileo
– is below 4 ns. Operation of two clocks of this
kind on board the first Galileo test-bed satellite
GIOVE-A has confirmed that they meet the spe‑
cifications most of the time [13]. In addition,
Galileo satellites will most likely carry a space
clock of unprecedented performance, a so-called
passive hydrogen maser. This device, shown in
Figure 4, was selected because of its predicted
lower frequency instability at the averaging time
of interest (σy(τ) < 1·10−12 (τ/s)–1/2 up to τ = 10000 s)
which would improve the accuracy of the clock
offset and orbit prediction [14]. One of these
devices is currently flown on the second-genera‑
tion Galileo test satellite, GIOVE-B, and results
from the months June and July 2008 demonstrate
the excellent performance of the maser [14].
The Galileo Ground Segment design is based
on a rather conservative approach, including
the best available commercial products to realize
the Galileo System Time GST: caesium atomic
clocks of type 5071A (manufacturer: Symmetri‑

com, based on design and development dating
from the years around 1990) and active hydro‑
gen masers. Physically, GST will be realized
in a redundant way in two Precise Timing Facilities (PTF) [15]. For one of them PTB has done
the engineering and assembly of subsystems
(see Figure 5).
During the Galileo Full Operations Capabi‑
lity phase, GST can be generated as a composite
clock based on the 30 operational passive masers
onboard the Galileo constellation, physically
realized and backed up by a group of clocks in
the PTFs. ESA has already initiated studies re‑
garding the next generation Galileo, and one of
the questions raised is whether “better” ground
and space clocks could improve the performance
of the navigation system. In a recent study by
Moudrak et al. it was assumed that continuously
operating optical clocks that provide a relative
frequency instability of σy(τ) ≈ 10−16 for 104 s ≤ τ
≤ 106 s would be used as ground clocks – replacing the commercial caesium clocks in the PTFs
– or as space clocks [16]. The authors conclude
that a substantial reduction of clock-prediction
uncertainty compared to the present Galileo system design could be expected only if the optical
clocks were used as space clocks. In this case,
values below 0.1 ns could be reached. The posi‑
tioning errors could be reduced only slightly, at
best by 50%. The study is currently being refined
to include realistic scenarios of measurement
noise and of signal processing techniques for the
determination of clock offsets and orbits in the
receiver.

5 The changing Earth
The Geodesy community recently agreed on the
establishment of a Global Geodetic Observation
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Figure 5:
The contribution of PTB
to the Galileo Ground
Segment instrumentation: Michael Rost making
final adjustments to the
ground caesium clocks.
The rack to the right
contains the Galileo
System Time realization
subsystem. Work performed under contract with
Kayser-Threde GmbH,
Munich, Germany.

Figure 6:
View of the Fundamentalstation Wettzell of the
Bundesamt für Kartographie und Geodäsie in
Wettzell, with a variety
of instrumentation for observation of Earth parameters and Earth rotation
(Courtesy of BKG,
Frankfurt, Germany)

System (GGOS) [17]. The reasons are manifold:
only a clear understanding of the properties of
the Earth as a whole and the measurement of a
multitude of quantities with reference to SI units
provides a basis for a meaningful judgment of
the relevance and consequences of the “global
warming”, of the threads of natural disasters
(earthquakes, tsunamis), and also of the physics
underlying the Sun-Planets-Earth-Moon system.
The establishment of the GGOS will require a
number of “fundamental stations” to be establis‑
hed world-wide, one example of which is the
Wettzell station of the German Bundesamt für
Kartographie and Geodäsie (BKG), depicted in
Figure 6. In this station, BKG has established an
almost complete set of geodetic observation sy‑
stems including Very Long Baseline Interferome‑
try (VBLI), Satellite Laser Ranging, a magneto‑
meter, and a local gravity measurement system.
Practically all these systems require a con‑
nection to a local timing system as time reference

or as frequency reference. In VLBI the phase
difference between the plane wave emitted by a
quasar and the local frequency reference is recor‑
ded on two sites separated by a typically inter‑
continental distance. Geodetic VLBI is used not
as a technique to study stellar objects, but to de‑
termine the baseline between observatories with
reference to the set of quasars defined as stellar
reference objects by correlating the two sets of
observation. The observations give direct access
to the Earth rotation parameters Universal Time
UT1 and polar motion. During each observation
of one stellar object by two observatories, two
time-related quantities have to be determined,
the time offset and the rate difference between
the two local clocks involved. In order that the
rate difference is as stable as possible during the
observation periods of several minutes, active
hydrogen masers are used in each VLBI station.
A lower instability and an a priori knowledge
of the rate difference between the two clocks
would largely facilitate these measurements. A
connection to optical clocks on both sites would
make the difference zero at the required level of
uncertainty.
Another use of accurate and stable clocks
has been proposed in a somewhat unexpected
context. Geodesy still strives to combine the ex‑
cellent positioning in the geometrically defined
reference systems realized with GPS coordinates
with terrestrial geophysically defined levelling
systems. It is well known that the national height
systems even in continental Europe, depicted in
Figure 7, differ by some ten centimetres, and the
situation is much worse for example in continen‑
tal South America. The comparison of portable
optical clocks with a stable fixed reference would
allow an unambiguous determination of these
height differences: A clock with an accuracy and
stability of 10 –17 could provide 10 cm accuracy in
height measurement with respect to a clock at a
well-defined reference height.

6 Tests of fundamental principles
Time is one of the basic physical dimensions
and also the physical quantity that can be mea‑
sured to the highest precision. It is therefore not
surprising that clocks and frequency standards
have played an important role in quantitative
tests of the fundamental principles of physics.
The development of quantum mechanics relied
largely on the success of the theory in explai‑
ning subtle features of atomic spectra, and the
relevant experimental data are mainly the result
of frequency (or wavelength) measurements.
The fundamental constant that is known with
the lowest relative uncertainty (6.6 ·10–12) is the
Rydberg constant and its value is based on the
measurement of transition frequencies in atomic
hydrogen. Measurements of calculable quantum
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Figure 7:
Transformation parameters between the European national height systems and the Universal European Leveling System (Courtesy of BKG,
Frankfurt, Germany)

systems like simple atoms or trapped electrons
make Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) the most
precisely tested theory. Continuous improve‑
ments over the last decades have been made in
the precision of measurements and in the exten‑
sive computer calculations needed to evaluate
higher-order QED terms. Most of the measure‑
ments were performed in university laboratories
without direct access to primary clocks, but the
required frequency reference was either ob‑
tained via radio or satellite link or with the help
of a transportable frequency standard like the
caesium fountain FOM of LNE-SYRTE [18]. This
standard provides an uncertainty close to those
of the best stationary fountain clocks and can be
transported and set up in suitable laboratories
within a few days. Figure 8 shows the FOM
during its installation at a clean-room facility in
preparation of the ACES mission (see below).
One of the most precise tests of General
Relativity is still the 1976 Gravity Probe-A mis‑
sion [19], during which a hydrogen maser was
launched on a rocket to an altitude of 10 000 km
while comparing its frequency to that of a hydro‑
gen maser on ground. The experiment verified
the predicted gravitational redshift to an uncer‑
tainty of 1.4 · 10–4 and the combined redshift and
relativistic Doppler effect at the level of 7 · 10–5.
The use of modern clocks with laser-cooled at‑
oms and longer observation times afforded by
putting the clock into Earth orbit will allow to
improve this test significantly. These plans will
be described in the following section. Relativistic
time dilation has been verified to an uncertainty
below 10–7 [20] by measuring optical transition
frequencies of fast ions in a storage ring.

Other important tests of General Relativity
are based on measuring the arrival times of
radio pulses emitted from millisecond pulsars in binary systems [21]. These provide a
unique opportunity to study relativity in
the case of strong fields and have led to
an indirect verification of the emission of
gravitational waves. Data are recorded at
the big radio observatories, typically relative
to a hydrogen maser reference that is compared to UTC via GPS. For some time, it was
speculated that millisecond pulsars may be
more stable than atomic clocks at long observation times [22]. With further improvements in the stability of atomic timescales,
this view is no longer substantiated. The
small signal strength received from the pulsars limits the short term stability. Due to the
precession of its emission cone, the pulsar
may disappear out of sight altogether over a
period of a few decades. Nonetheless, pulsar
timing is one of the most rewarding scientific
applications for precise clocks and has yielded
precise confirmation of General Relativity.
6.1 The search for “New Physics”
A strong motivation to continue testing the fun‑
damental theories comes from the fact that alt‑
hough these theories are so successful in making
quantitative predictions, they are not regarded
as the final stage in a description of Nature. The
most disturbing inadequacy in the view of many
physicists is that there is no unified framework
for gravity and the other fundamental interac‑
tions and that a link between quantum theory
and the theory of relativity is missing. It is there‑
fore a hope that one day a precision experiment
may reveal a significant deviation from the pre‑
dictions of the established theories and that such
a result may guide the search for new theoretical
models - like the failure of the Michelson-Morley
experiment to detect the ether helped the deve‑
lopment of the theory of Relativity.
Many of those searches for “new physics”
look for violations of Einstein’s equivalence prin‑
ciple [23]. This basic postulate of Relativity sepa‑
rates gravitation from the other forces. While
the former is intertwined with the metric, the
equivalence principle states that the results of
non-gravitational experiments are independent
from when and where they are performed.
In consequence, relativistic effects should
have the same effect on all clocks in one inertial
system, no matter what kind of interaction deter‑
mines the physical reference oscillator. A test of
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Figure 8:
The transportable
caesium fountain FOM
of LNE-SYRTE at the
Toulouse laboratory of
CNES (Centre National
d’Etudes Spatiales,
France) in preparation
of the ACES mission.
(Courtesy of LNESYRTE, Paris)

this principle is to compare the gravitational red
shift of different clocks. The strongest variation
of the gravitational potential available in a labo‑
ratory is caused by the varying distance to the
Sun during the annual elliptic trajectory of the
Earth. The supposed differential effect of the red‑
shift of two different clocks is parametrized as
∆f/f = (β1–β2) ∆Φ/c2, where β1 and β2 are two clockdependent parameters. In General Relativity, β is
equal to 1 for all clocks. The annual variation of
the term ∆Φ/c2 is ±3.3 · 10–10. Several comparisons
have been performed, using caesium fountains,
ensembles of hydrogen masers and, more re‑
cently, also optical clocks. No significant annual
variation of ∆f/f has been detected and the most
stringent limit on |β1‑β2| is now 5.8 ·10–6. [24].
Much attention has recently been directed
to the search for temporal variations of the fun‑
damental constants, another effect that would
violate the equivalence principle, and one that is
predicted – at least qualitatively – by candidate
theories of Quantum Gravity. This subject is of
great relevance to metrology, because the pos‑
tulate of the universality and unalterability of
the fundamental constants establishes the foun‑
dation for the use of quantum standards [25].
In 2001, a group of astrophysicists presented
evidence for a change of the fine structure con‑
stant α by about 6 parts in 106 over the last 5 ·109
to 1010 years [26]. The analysis relies on small
spectral shifts in absorption lines of metal ions in
interstellar clouds that are observed in the light
from distant quasars. Since then, more data has
been taken by different collaborations and the
present situation is that of an unresolved contro‑
versy: some observations seem to suggest even
larger relative variations in another fundamental
constant, the mass ratio of electron and proton,
and other studies arrive at the conclusion that
there are no detectable changes. Atomic clocks
lend themselves to a laboratory investigation
of this question. The fine structure constant
enters into transition frequencies via relativistic

contributions that become important in heavy
atoms. Frequency comparisons between differ‑
ent atomic transitions over a period of time can
therefore be used to look for changes of α during
that interval. High precision data from optical
clocks have been available now for only a few
years, but with a relative accuracy in the range
10–15 and below, the sensitivity of those experi‑
ments to a supposed linear drift of α now actu‑
ally exceeds those reached by the astrophysical
observations on a cosmological timescale. All
reported clock comparison experiments are in
agreement with constancy of the constants and
the lowest limit on dα/dt is now in the range of a
few 10–17 per year [6].
These searches for violations of the equiva‑
lence principle directly exploit the highest
precision available with atomic clocks and they
benefit from the fact that there are precise clocks
of different types, using different atomic transi‑
tions. So far, the equivalence principle has been
confirmed with an uncertainty limited by that
of the clocks. In these cases, progress in clock
development directly leads to more sensitive
experiments.

7 Clocks in Space
There are at least three good reasons for putting
clocks into space:
(i) clocks are needed as tools for navigation,
either for providing navigational signals for
users on the ground (see above) or for the
navigation of the spacecraft itself.
(ii) clocks as probes for gravitational physics on
a large scale may be placed in Earth orbit or
on interplanetary missions.
(iii) a “master clock” in Earth orbit may ease the
task of distributing time information in order
to realize a highly precise terrestrial time
scale.
For purpose (i), space-qualified versions of por‑
table atomic clocks (Rb, Cs and H masers) exist.
Reason (ii) has motivated a number of ongoing
and proposed space projects and will be the
subject of this section. The aim (iii) to put the pri‑
mary clocks in space is the most ambitious one
in this list because such a clock will only find
widespread acceptance if its accuracy and reli‑
ability is as good as those of the best laboratory
clocks. The trajectory of this clock has to be mo‑
nitored precisely in order to apply the required
relativistic corrections. An advantage to be
gained may be that it will be easier to model the
gravitational potential in Earth orbit than close
to solid Earth, where it is influenced by tidal,
geological, and atmospheric changes.
The most advanced project towards putting an
atomic clock of the highest precision (10–16) into
Earth orbit is ACES (Atomic Clock Ensemble in
Space) [27], a joint ESA (European Space Agen‑
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cy) and CNES mission with a planned launch
date in 2013. Operating onboard the Internatio‑
nal Space Station, ACES comprises the primary
caesium frequency standard PHARAO and an
active hydrogen maser. PHARAO (Figure 9)
uses laser-cooled caesium atoms like in a ter‑
restrial caesium fountain, but it makes use of
longer interaction times (several seconds) made
possible by the operation in a microgravity en‑
vironment. The scientific objectives cover both
fundamental physics and applications. Tests of
Special and General Relativity with improved
precision will be performed. In the application
domain, comparisons between distant clocks
will be performed with unprecedented reso‑
lution [5]. Connecting two clocks of sufficient
quality, ACES may demonstrate a new type of
“relativistic geodesy” which, based on a preci‑
sion measurement of the gravitational red-shift,
will resolve differences in the Earth gravitational
potential at the 10 cm level (see Section 5).
In 2007, ESA issued a call for proposals
under the title “Cosmic Vision 2015–2025”.
In response, 50 mission concepts have been
submitted, among them 12 proposals in funda‑
mental physics with more or less direct relation
to clocks. One of the most ambitious of these
is SAGAS (Search for Anomalous Gravitation

improved accuracy, and a search for scale-de‑
pendent gravity with a sensitivity that will allow
to detect any effect of the size of the Pioneer an‑
omaly to 1% uncertainty within 1 year. The Pioneer anomaly is a yet unmodeled acceleration of
9 ∙ 10‑10 m/s2 that has been observed on the Pione‑
er 10 and 11 spacecraft at heliocentric distances
of 20–50 AU.
In the first selection of candidate missions for
ESA, none of the fundamental physics proposals
was successful, partly due to doubts about the
“technology readiness” of the key components.
Hopefully, the scientific potential that has been
outlined in the studies will motivate combined
efforts by space agencies, research groups and
industry in order to improve this situation.

with Atomic Sensors), proposed by P. Wolf from
LNE-SYRTE together with more than 70 partici‑
pants [28]. The concept combines a cold-atom absolute accelerometer (accuracy 5 ∙ 10–12 m/s2) with
a trapped-ion optical clock (accuracy 1∙ 10–17)
and a laser link for frequency comparison and
navigation on board of a spacecraft that should
reach the outer solar system (about 50 AU)
after 20 years. The complementary instruments
will allow highly sensitive measurements of all
aspects of gravitation via the different effects of
gravity on clocks, light, and the free fall of test
bodies. In particular, the scientific objectives of
SAGAS include tests of gravitational redshift
and time dilation with 4 to 5 orders of magni‑
tude improvement, a measurement of light deflection during solar conjunction with 100 times

performance in order to test General Relativity,
the constancy of fundamental constants and
the properties of millisecond pulsars. The total
number of clocks needed in such applications
will remain few. A larger number is needed in
more everyday applications such as navigation
systems, network synchronization and secure
provision of time and date information. The
requirements in the latter cases are different to
those mentioned previously: reliability, size,
power consumption are the driving parame‑
ters and important development projects have
been undertaken in that direction. Eventually a
“clock on the chip” may become available. Like
in many areas of innovative technology, the
development of better clocks is partly driven
by applications that demand new solutions and

8 Summary
The accuracy of caesium atomic clocks has im‑
proved by about a factor of 10 per decade since
1955, when the first device started working.
During the recent years, optical frequency stan‑
dards have taken over the lead in terms of being
able to reproduce the unperturbed transition fre‑
quency of atoms – now using spectral lines in the
visible rather than in the microwave domain. In
this contribution, we have shown that scientists
are awaiting the availability of superior clock

Figure 9:
The caesium frequency
standard PHARAO.
The drawing on the left
illustrates the loading (left
hand side) and launching
of cold caesium atoms
along the vacuum tube.
During their ballistic
flight, the atoms cross
two Ramsey interrogation
regions where the clock
transition is probed by a
microwave field.
Two resonant laser
beams (right hand side)
detect the population of
the two hyperfine levels.
The photo on the right
shows the PHARAO
caesium tube without
magnetic shields. Fully
assembled, the tube has
a volume of 148 l and a
mass of 44 kg. (Courtesy
of ESA, Nordwijk)
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partly by basic research emerging from curiosity.
The most innovative atmosphere is often found
where a mixture of both motivations can be
maintained.
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The Development of Accurate Optical Clocks

Ekkehard Peik1 and Uwe Sterr2

1 Introduction
Highly precise measurements of time and fre‑
quency play an important role in experimental
tests of the foundations of physics as well as in
technologies we use in our everyday life like
navigation or telecommunication. Historically,
the big advances in the accuracy of timekeeping
were always connected with the introduction
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of a new type of clock (see Fig. 1) that operated
at higher frequencies than the previous generation: mechanical clocks tick at a rate of about
1 Hz, quartz clocks use mechanical vibrations of
a few 10 kHz and the first atomic clocks relied
on microwave transition frequencies in the range
1 – 10 GHz. The next change of generation is
now ahead of us: the introduction of “optical
clocks” that operate at the frequency of visible or
ultraviolet light of about 1015 Hz. This opens the
possibility of increasing the relative accuracy of
atomic clocks by a factor 100 to 1000. The higher
operating frequency allows to test the stability of
the clock more quickly, i.e. to determine to what

degree it produces the same number of “ticks”
in a given time interval. If the clock turns out to
be stable, one can also make a statement on its
uncertainty, which for an atomic clock always
answers the question of up to what precision it
realizes the transition frequency of an atom that
is observed under idealized conditions, unper‑
turbed and at rest.
The high operating frequency led to two
major obstacles that had to be overcome in the
development of optical clocks: firstly, the atoms
that determine the pace of the clock must not
move by more than a fraction of the wavelength
that is used to interrogate them. Otherwise a
significant frequency shift would be observed
due to the Doppler effect. Secondly, the periods
of the radiation at the atomic transition fre‑
quency must be countable in order to measure
precisely and to realize a time scale. Both criteria
are obviously much more easily fulfilled for
microwaves than for optical radiation. Caesium
clocks (at 9.19 GHz [1]) that realize the base unit
second in the international system of units (SI)
and hydrogen masers (at 1.42 GHz) therefore
dominated precise time and frequency measure‑
ments since the 1950s. Only in recent years has
it become possible to demonstrate the higher
stability and accuracy of optical clocks. This was
made possible by application of the methods of
laser cooling and trapping of atoms [2,3], by the
development of lasers with long coherence time
up to 1 s and by the invention of the optical fre‑
quency comb generator [4] that has allowed the
exact counting of periods of laser light.

Figure 1:
Historical development in
the accuracy of clocks.

2 Setup of an optical clock
The general setup of an optical clock is shown
in Fig. 2. A narrow and ideally unperturbed
absorption line of trapped atoms or ions defines
the reference frequency f0. This line is detected
by narrow-band laser radiation of frequency f.
The probability to excite an atom depends on
the detuning between the atomic transition
frequency and the laser frequency. In modern
atomic clocks the atoms are laser cooled before
they are interrogated. Thus the absorption signal
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is not observed continuously, but periodically
up to several times per second. This absorption
signal is used to keep the laser frequency exactly
at the center of the absorption line. The laser
frequency is periodically tuned above and below
the atomic resonance when the atoms are inter‑
rogated. If the absorption at both detunings is
different this implies a deviation of the average
laser frequency from the center of the atomic re‑
ference line and the laser frequency is corrected
accordingly.
The optical frequency comb generator is
used as a “clockwork” which divides the laser
frequency of about 1015 Hz down to countable
radiofrequencies. Optical frequencies cannot be
processed electronically and until a few years
ago extremely elaborate, cascaded frequency
multipliers were used to compare optical fre‑
quencies to electronically countable ones [5].
This comparison is now greatly simplified by the
invention of optical frequency comb generators,
awarded by the Nobel prize 2005 for T. Hänsch
and J. Hall [4].
Optical frequency comb generators rely on
the fact that the spectrum of certain pulsed lasers
consists of a broad comb of frequencies, where
the distance is exactly equal to the laser’s repeti‑
tion rate frep (Fig. 3). In these lasers a light pulse
travels around the resonator and during each
round trip a certain fraction is coupled out. The
loss is compensated by the gain in the active me‑
dium. Dispersion in the resonator leads to diffe‑
rent group and phase velocities. As a result, the
pulse envelope is emitted strictly periodically
with the repetition rate frep, but the optical phase
within the envelope varies from pulse to pulse.
The Fourier decomposition of the pulse sequence
leads to an overall shift of the comb spectrum by
a carrier-phase-offset frequency fCEO. If the radiorange frequencies frep and fCEO are known, the
frequency fm of each comb line can be calculated
from:
		

Figure 2:
Schematic of an optical
clock.

fm = m·frep + fCEO .

The frequency of the reference laser is then ob‑
tained from the frequency difference from the
nearest comb line; the frequency difference is

again in the radiofrequency range. Optical fre‑
quency comb generators, especially those based
on fiber lasers, have now become very reliable.
Their accuracy has reached a level that does not
limit the overall accuracy of the optical clock
when they are employed as an optical clockwork
[6].
An important property of any clock is its
stability, i.e. fluctuations of its clock rate. In each
interrogation of the atomic absorption line
noise is added, on the one hand because the laser
frequency statistically fluctuates due to environ‑
mental disturbances, but on the other hand also
due to fundamental quantum mechanical fluc‑
tuations of the atomic response. Because of this
additional noise, the laser frequency never
perfectly agrees with the absorption frequency.
By averaging more and more interrogations,
both frequencies will agree better, and the time
required to reach a certain stability level depends on the signal-to-noise ratio and on the
resolved linewidth.

Figure 3:
Pulse sequence of a
femtosecond laser (top)
and corresponding frequency spectrum (bottom).

The currently best cesium microwave clocks [1]
achieve a relative frequency stability δf/f ≈
1.6 ·10–14 for one second averaging time. If the
fluctuations are independent from interrogation
to interrogation, the stability will improve with
the square root of the number of measurements.
To reach a relative stability of 10–17, an averaging
time of 12 days would be required.
Even then, it is not guaranteed that the fre‑
quency agrees with the undisturbed absorption
frequency of the atoms. The line might get shif‑
ted by, e.g., the Doppler effect caused by atomic
motion. Also electric and magnetic fields and
collisions can lead to a frequency shift. Impro‑
ving clocks thus requires one to further reduce
all these influences or at least to know and cor‑
rect them as precisely as possible. In this respect
the high frequency of optical clocks also helps,
as in many effects the frequency shift is indepen‑
dent of the operational frequency and therefore
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the relative influence is more and more reduced
as we operate clocks at higher frequencies.
The absolute linewidth, given by the inverse in‑
terrogation time, is also independent of the ope‑
rational frequency, which improves the stability
of optical clocks accordingly. Therefore much
less time is required to study systematic shifts by
changing the environmental conditions. The best
present optical clocks offer a stability of 10–15 in
one second averaging time, thus measuring to 17
digits requires merely 3 hours of averaging time.
2.1 The linewidth of atomic absorption lines
The properties of atomic absorption lines play
a crucial role for the performance of an optical
clock. Atoms possess energy levels that are cha‑
racterized, among other things, by the angular
momentum of the electron shell and the spin
of electrons and nucleus. Transitions between
different energy levels are connected with the
absorption and emission of light quanta.
The so-called natural linewidth Δf of the radi‑
ation is obtained from the Fourier transform of
an oscillation that is damped by the lifetime Δt
according to
		

2π · Δf· Δt = 1 .

The typical lifetime of an excited level of an “allowed“ optical transition amounts to approxi‑
mately 10 nanoseconds which corresponds to a
natural linewidth of 16 MHz.
One distinguishes between “allowed” and
“forbidden”
.
transitions. As the photon has an
intrinsic spin of 1· ħ, it follows from angular
momentum conservation that only transitions
that change the angular momentum of the
atomic electron shell by not more than ħ are
“. allowed”. All other transitions are called “for‑
bidden”. In radiation of higher multipole orders
the radiation field of the photon can carry addi‑
tional angular momentum. Because of the small
size of the atom in comparison with the wavelength, this process becomes more and more
forbidden with increasing angular momentum.
In the optical spectral region, an electric quadru‑
pole transition has a typical lifetime in the order
of 100 ms which corresponds to a linewidth of
1 Hz.
If the angular momentum in both levels is
equal to zero, then because of angular momen‑
tum conservation no photon can be emitted.
Only through interaction with additional fields,
e.g. the magnetic field of the nucleus or an exter‑
nal magnetic field, can the angular momentum
be supplied.
Ideally the observed linewidth is limited by
the interaction time. In the Cs fountain clock,
atoms travel under the influence of earth’s gravi‑
ty on parabolic trajectories of height ~1 m, which
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limits the interaction time to approximately 1 s.
Because of the much shorter wavelengths, this
method is not applicable to optical clocks. Con‑
sequently, to reach long interaction times and
corresponding small resolved linewidths, in
novel optical clocks neutral atoms or ions are
trapped in electromagnetic fields.

3 Optical clocks with single stored ions
The requirement on localization can be met very
satisfactorily with ions because here a holding
force can be exerted on the ionic charge without significantly affecting the internal level
structure. This applies particularly to the lower
energy levels of positive ions that we consider
here. In the Paul trap [2] a single ion is kept at
the field-free saddle point of an oscillating qua‑
drupole potential. For optical clocks a trap with
a potential well depth of several electron volts
is typically used. This corresponds to roughly
one hundred times the thermal energy at room
temperature and allows the ion to remain trap‑
ped for long times. At PTB we have once experimented with one and the same Yb+ ion for 16
months. A simple method of laser cooling can
be used to lower the temperature of the ion
into the millikelvin range: the ion is excited by
a single laser beam that is detuned somewhat
below the resonance frequency. The Doppler

effect makes the ion absorb preferentially during the half period of its oscillation when it is
moving towards the laser. The ensuing radiation
pressure damps the motion of the ion. This socalled Doppler cooling reduces the oscillation
amplitude to a few tens of nanometers, ensuring
a close localization on the scale of the optical
wavelength. More elaborate methods of laser
cooling may bring the ion to the quantum me‑
chanical ground state of motion in the trap so
that localization and energy are controlled at the
quantum limits.

Figure 4:
Photograph of the Paul
trap used at PTB for the
Yb+ single-ion clock. The
trap electrodes can be
seen in the center of the
glass vacuum vessel
(cf. enlarged inset). The
inner diameter of the ring
is 1.4 mm. (Photo: PTB/
Okerland-Archiv)
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In the operation of the optical clock one uses
a double-resonance method in which two la‑
sers excite two transitions originating from the
common ground state. A fast transition serves
for laser cooling and fluorescence detection of
the ion. An electric dipole transition with a few
nanoseconds lifetime of the upper level may pro‑
vide enough signal for the detection of the ion
within a few milliseconds. The second, “forbid‑
den” transition connects the ground state with
a metastable level, so that it possesses a small
natural linewidth (a few Hertz or below) and can
serve as the reference of the clock. An excitati‑
on to the metastable state prevents the further
scattering of photons on the cooling transition.
This will only resume after the ion has returned
to the ground state. The preceding dark interval
therefore gives a clear indication of an excitation
of the ion on the reference transition. In order to
avoid a frequency shift of the latter through the
light of the cooling laser, reference and cooling
laser radiation are applied alternately.

double-resonance spectroscopy [2]. The first
experimental demonstration of trapping and
cooling of a single ion was reported in 1978. To‑
day, about a dozen of groups around the world
are active in this field. A remarkable multitude
of elements is being studied, comprising Ca+, Sr+,
Al+, In+, Hg+, and Yb+. All these candidates pos‑
sess individual advantages and disadvantages
and there is no consensus yet on the possibly op‑
timum choice. The goal that is aspired to has also
already been formulated by Dehmelt: a relative
uncertainty in the range of 10–18.
The 171Yb+ ion is studied at PTB [7] as well as
at the British National Physical Laboratory.
A simplified level scheme of this ion is shown in
Fig. 5, where the cooling transition 2S1/2 – 2P1/2
and the reference transition 2S1/2 – 2D3/2 are indica‑
ted. The required laser radiations in the ultraviolet and in the blue spectral range, respec‑
tively, can be produced by frequency doubling
the output of semiconductor diode lasers. The
2
D3/2 state differs from the ground state in its

A single measurement cycle of this kind will
only yield a single binary unit of information:
whether the excitation attempt was successful or
not. If the interrogation is performed at the half
maximum of the spectral line at an excitation
probability of 50%, the averaged signal-to-noise
ratio will be only unity. Nevertheless, it is pos‑
sible to use such a sequence of measurements
for the realization of a clock whose short-term
stability is about 10 times superior to the best
caesium clocks: if the interrogation is performed
within 1 s with a resolution of 1 Hz at a frequen‑
cy of 1015 Hz, the resulting relative instability is
as low as 10–15 already.
The most striking advantage of the single-ion
clock is its conceptual simplicity: a single atom at
rest in ultrahigh vacuum allows for the precise
control of all interactions with the environment,
may these be wanted or a nuisance. Even a colli‑
sion with a particle from the residual gas can be
registered and the corresponding time interval
excluded from the generation of the clock signal.
The seminal ideas of the single-ion clock were
published by Hans Dehmelt already in the 1970s:
storage of ions in a Paul trap, laser cooling, and

orbital angular momentum by 2ħ and conse‑
quently can not decay via the emission of electric
dipole radiation. Only a quadrupole emission
is possible and the resulting lifetime is 51 ms,
corresponding to a natural linewidth of 3.1 Hz.
The isotope 171Yb+ possesses a nuclear spin of
½ħ and a ground-state hyperfine level with va‑
nishing total angular momentum. This provides
a reference transition that is immune against fre‑
quency shift from magnetic fields via the linear
Zeeman effect.
An excitation spectrum of the reference transition 2S1/2 – 2D3/2 of 171Yb+ is shown in Fig. 5. The
436 nm laser was applied for pulses of 90 ms
duration and the resulting linewidth is 10 Hz,
corresponding to a line quality factor f/Δf of
7·1013. For each data point, 20 excitation cycles
were performed and the noise that is visible in
the spectrum is mainly determined by the coun‑
ting statistics. The maximal excitation rate of
50% is already limited by the decay of the 2D3/2
level during the excitation, so that it would not
be beneficial to use longer laser pulses in order
to obtain a narrower linewidth. For further deve‑
lopment in this direction, Yb+ provides another

Figure 5:
Simplified level scheme
of 171Yb+, showing the
cooling transition at
370 nm and the reference transition of the
clock at 436 nm (left).
Excitation spectrum of
the reference transition.
The red curve shows
the excitation probability
calculated for idealized
conditions (right).
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option: below the 2D3/2 level lies the 2F7/2 level
that can only decay via the emission of octupole
radiation and therefore possesses an extremely
long lifetime of 6 years. This transition will allow
a further reduction of the linewidth, up to the
limits imposed by the achievable laser linewidth.
A different kind of forbidden transition is
used in Al+, In+, and in the optical lattice clocks
(see below). In those cases, the ground state 1S0
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minutes and to study the external influences that
may cause these. Using a caesium clock as a re‑
ference, such a measurement would require half
a day. The group at NIST has recently compared
two clocks based on different ions, one with
Al+ as described above and the other with Hg+
whose reference transition characteristics are
similar to Yb+. Since both clocks operate at different frequencies and are both more precise than

2
1
0

as well as the first excited state 3P0 have vanishing electronic angular momentum. Because
angular momentum is conserved, a transition
between these states with emission of a single
photon is forbidden for all multipole orders
of the radiation field. The interaction with the
nuclear spin can make the transition weakly allo‑
wed and a narrow resonance line is obtained. Its
frequency couples only weakly to external fields
and is therefore well suited as the reference of a
frequency standard. The Al+ ion is investigated
at NIST, the metrology institute of the USA [8].
This ion does not possess a cooling transition
that is accessible with present laser technology
and therefore the double-resonance method de‑
scribed above is not directly applicable. A more
elaborate and quite flexible technique from re‑
search in quantum information processing with
trapped ions is applied here: The Al+ ion is sto‑
red together with a “logic ion” from a different
element (Be+ in this case). Laser cooling and state
detection proceed via excitation of the Be+ ion
and via the coupling of both ions through their
common oscillatory motion in the trap [9, 10].
The most reliable way of obtaining information on the stability and accuracy of new and
improved clocks is a comparison of at least two
independent devices. For this purpose, our
group at PTB has built two Yb+ traps. Both rea‑
lizations of the transition frequency at 688 THz
were in agreement to within a difference of
0.26 Hz. This difference is not significantly dif‑
ferent from zero, but within the relative uncer‑
tainty of the measurement of 6 · 10–16 [7]. With
this experiment it is possible to identify small
frequency shifts in the range 10–15 within a few

a caesium clock, here a measurement of the diffe‑
rence frequency in SI hertz is not useful. Instead,
the result of the comparison can be expressed as
a frequency ratio, i.e. a dimensionless number.
The ratio was determined experimentally with
an uncertainty of 5 ·10–17 [9] and is now the most
precisely measured (non-integer and non-zero)
number in Nature.

4 Optical lattice clocks
With single ions the signal-to-noise ratio is limi‑
ted, as only one particle is interrogated. If many
ion are stored at the same time in a Paul trap, the
electrostatic interaction degrades the localiza‑
tion. With neutral atoms the mutual interaction
is much smaller.
Neutral atoms experience no force in a ho‑
mogeneous electric field. However, the fields
can displace the positive charge center (atomic
nucleus) and the negative charge center (electron
shell) in the atom. The electric field E induces an
electric dipole moment d, which is proportional
to the applied field: d = α · E. The induced electric
moment interacts with the field with an energy
		

U = –½ · d · E = –½ · α · E2

,

which in an inhomogeneous field leads to a
potential gradient, i.e. to a force. Not only static
fields can induce a dipole moment, but also the
oscillating field of an intense laser. In this case
the sign of the interaction energy depends on the
position of the laser frequency relative to the ato‑
mic resonance. In analogy to a classical driven
oscillator, below the resonance the atomic dipole
oscillates in phase with the applied field, and

Figure 6:
Vacuum chamber of the
strontium lattice clock
of PTB (left). The trapped
atoms can be seen as
a blue spot in the center
of the chamber. Simplified level scheme of
strontium, showing the
cooling transitions at
461 nm and 689 nm and
the reference transition
of the clock at 698 nm
(right).
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Figure 7:
Shift of the two energy
levels of a strontium
optical clock as a function of the wavelength of
the optical lattice.
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above in anti-phase. In the first case the atom is
pulled towards regions of high field strength, in
the second one towards low fields. Unlike the
storage of an ion in a Paul trap, the potential is
generally different for both transitions of the re‑
ference transition and the reference transition is
shifted by the trapping fields.
Depending on the atomic energy state, diffe‑
rent transitions contribute to the dipole moment.
This is shown in Fig. 7 for both states of the
strontium clock transition. The behavior of the
ground state potential (red) is determined by the
strong absorption line at 461 nm, and the poten‑
tial of the excited state is mostly determined by
absorption lines to higher excited levels at wave‑
lengths of 690 nm and 2300 nm. Both curves
intersect at approximately 813 nm – the so-called
“magic wavelength”. At this wavelength atoms
can be stored in inhomogeneous fields in regions
of high field strength without disturbing the re‑
ference transition.
The Doppler shift can be suppressed – simi‑
lar to ion traps – when the atomic motion in the
direction of the interrogation laser is restricted to
much less than one wavelength. The necessary
steep potential can be created by the interference
of several laser beams. In the most simple setup
a single retro-reflected laser beam is sufficient. In
this standing wave, dark ranges and ranges with
maximum intensity interchange with a period of
half a wavelength – a so called one-dimensional
optical lattice (Fig. 8). In 2001 the use of these
special magic wavelength optical lattices was
proposed by H. Katori [11]. Atoms are trapped
in the potential minima, which are in regions of
the highest intensity. Perpendicular to the pro‑
pagation direction of the lattice beams, the po‑
tential is extended to approximately 100 µm due
to the focusing of the beams. As the potentials
rely on induced electric dipoles, the corresponding potential depths are much lower than in ion
traps. Typical potential depths correspond to a

temperature of 100 µK, which requires that the
atoms are laser cooled to a few microkelvin be‑
fore they can be trapped. In addition, already a
single collision with a hot background gas mole‑
cule is sufficient to expel an atom from the trap.
Trapping times in ultrahigh vacuum (10–8 Pa)
amount to few seconds, and thus for each inter‑
rogation cycle new atoms must be loaded.
For this type of optical clock, atoms with two
valence electrons are especially suited. Similar
to the case of Al+ (see above), here the reference
transition is between the ground state (spins
oriented antiparallel) and the lowest triplet state
(spins oriented parallel). Both states have a total
angular momentum of J = 0. Clocks of this kind
are currently investigated with magnesium,
strontium, ytterbium, and mercury.
The currently best clocks of this type operate
with 87Sr [11,12] and are investigated in NIST
(Boulder, USA), SYRTE (Paris), Tokyo Univer‑
sity, and at PTB. The reference transition 1S0 – 3P0
is at 698 nm and the lifetime of the excited state
amounts to 130 s, corresponding to a natural li‑
newidth of 1.2 mHz (Fig. 6). Strontium atoms are
evaporated in an oven under ultrahigh vacuum,
decelerated using laser light resonant on the al‑
lowed 1S0 – 1P1 transition at 461 nm, and further
cooled to a temperature of a few microkelvin
in a magneto-optical trap. The optical lattice
operates at the magic wavelength of 813 nm and
stores about 103–104 atoms. This corresponds to
10–100 atoms per potential well.
By laser cooling on the narrow 1S0 – 3P1 tran‑
sition the atoms can be cooled to the quantum
motional ground state along the strongly bound
direction. In the transverse, less tightly bound
direction the atoms still populate higher vibra‑
tional states. As this motion is perpendicular to
the direction of the interrogation laser beam, it
does not influence the excitation of the reference
transition. Despite different experimental setups,
the frequencies of strontium lattice clocks in
Boulder, Tokyo and Paris all agree to better than
2 Hz [13].
For the operation of a lattice clock a pre‑
cise determination of the magic wavelength is
crucial. This can be achieved by changing the
power of the lattice laser and by monitoring the
resulting shift of the clock transition in compari‑
son to a reference laser. The power dependence
of the shift changes sign exactly at the magic
wavelength, which allows for a precise setting
of the lattice wavelength. The sensitivity of the
reference frequency amounts to only 1 Hz per
gigahertz detuning of the lattice laser. By com‑
parison of the lattice clock with a calcium optical
atomic clock, various frequency shifting effects
could be investigated in detail and the fractional
uncertainty of the clock could be estimated to be
1.5 ·10–16 [12]. A stability of 2 ·10–15 was reached
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at one second averaging time, limited by the
linewidth of the interrogation laser.
The biggest contribution to the uncertainty
stems from a level shift by the black-body radiation of the environment. At room temperature the spectral maximum of this radiation lies
at a wavelength of 10 µm. As can be seen from
Fig. 7, in this range the ac Stark shift of both
levels is quite different. From theory, a fractio‑
nal shift of the transition frequency of 2 · 10–15 at
T = 300 K is calculated. Because of uncertainties
of the atomic parameters and of the temperature distribution of the atomic environment, this
shift can be corrected only approximately.
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these clocks have gained enormous importance
in many applications. Recently, the international
committee for weight and measures BIPM has
recommended the Hg+, Yb+, and Sr+ single-ion
clocks and the Sr lattice clock as so-called “se‑
condary representations of the second” [14]. This
can be seen as a first step towards a future rede‑
finition of the second via an optical frequency.
We have started from the reasoning “higher
frequency leads to higher accuracy”. Will it be
possible to extrapolate this still further and will
there be a clock operating with X-rays and pre‑
cise to 10–21 ? Indeed it can be shown that nuclear
transitions may offer some advantages for the

Figure 8:
The most simple optical
lattice is made from
the standing wave of a
retroreflected laser
beam. Intensity distribution (top) and potential
for both levels of the
atomic reference transition (bottom).

However, as the shift depends on the fourth
power of the ambient temperature, it can be dra‑
stically reduced in future clocks by cooling the
atomic environment to cryogenic temperatures.

5 Outlook
In several experiments described here it was
possible to show that optical clocks outperform
microwave atomic clocks in terms of stability
and accuracy. It should be noted, however, that
the maximal continuous operating time of these
prototype optical clocks has not exceeded a few
days and that therefore a practical definition of
a clock as a device “that shows time” is not yet
fulfilled. Over the last 40 years, caesium clocks
have made the SI second the base unit that is
realized by far with the lowest uncertainty and

realization of a precise clock, like the extremely
high resolution that is possible in Mössbauer
spectroscopy. The required coherent source of
radiation is, however, still lacking.
Application of Einstein’s theory of relativity
shows that the comparison or synchronization of
two spatially separated clocks poses a great
challenge already at the accuracy level of 10–18.
A frequency shift of this order of magnitude
is produced by the Doppler effect if the rela‑
tive motion amounts to just a few micrometers
per day or by the gravitational red shift if the
altitude of the clocks on Earth differs by 1 cm.
Clocks of this precision will therefore become
sensitive probes of their relativistic environment
and may explore completely new applications
for example in geodesy.
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Novel Techniques for Remote Time and
Frequency Comparisons
Dirk Piester1 and Harald Schnatz2

1 Introduction
Time and frequency are the most precisely measurable physical quantities. Almost all technological processes require precise timing or refe‑
rence frequencies, and improvements in the rea‑
lization and dissemination of time and frequency
are expected to have widespread impact on
innovation, science, and daily life, in particular
in the areas of communication and navigation.
Hundreds of atomic frequency standards are in
operation in telecom networks, military and sci‑
ence centers, and metrological institutes. To fully
exploit this potential, novel techniques for time
and frequency transfer are required.
National metrology institutes have signifi‑
cant capabilities in atomic clocks, time scale ge‑
neration, time dissemination, space technology,
and network synchronization. In a worldwide
network, time laboratories contribute with pre‑
sently approximately 250 atomic clocks to the
international atomic time scale TAI. Caesium
fountain clocks have demonstrated a relative
accuracy of better than 10–15 with the potential
to reach the low 10–16 range in the next five years
[1]. In contrast to conventional atomic clocks
which use atomic reference transitions in the
microwave range, an emerging new generation
of atomic clocks is based on laser excitation of
reference transitions in the optical frequency
range. These “optical” clocks have the potential
to reach a relative accuracy of better than 10–17
together with a short–term stability (Allan devia‑
tion) in the range of σy = 10 –15 (τ/s)–1/2 [2].
The wide range of different atomic clocks
with diverse operational characteristics requires
dedicated techniques for their comparison. On
the one hand, routinely operational equipment
is needed to compare continuously operating
atomic clocks that are distributed worldwide.
On the other hand, transfer links with extremely
high stability are required to perform meaning‑
ful comparisons between optical clocks. Accor‑
ding to these very different requirements, two
different technical approaches are being pursued: while the worldwide network of atomic
clock comparisons is based on microwave links

to satellites, optical clock comparisons use opti‑
cal fiber connections between the sites involved.
Currently for satellite based comparisons
there are two time and frequency comparison
networks in operation, one employing the Uni‑
ted States Global Positioning System (GPS) and
one using two-way satellite time and frequency
transfer (TWSTFT) via geostationary telecom‑
munication satellites. In the following we briefly
discuss GPS-based time and frequency transfer
techniques and then take a closer look at the
current performance of TWSTFT techniques. We
also discuss new projects which are presently
under development in order to significantly in‑
crease the stability of two-way transfer schemes:
Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (ACES) and
Time Transfer by Laser Link (T2L2). These pro‑
jects are not intended to remain operational for
a long time but rather serve as demonstrator
systems for future satellite-based time and fre‑
quency transfer.
For the further development and characterization of optical clocks, the ability to compare
optical frequencies across the optical spectrum
is of supreme importance. With the advent
of frequency comb generators this problem is
essentially solved for local comparisons [3]. Such
clocks can now be compared with uncertainties
approaching 1 part in 1019 [4]. The development
of a new method for frequency comparisons between clocks separated by up to 1500 km with a
resolution of 10–16 or better within one day could
dramatically spur the development of highperformance optical clocks leading to a wide
variety of applications. This point of view is also
supported by recent recommendations of the
Consultative Committee for Time and Frequency
(CCTF) of the international standards organiza‑
tion BIPM [5]. We give an overview on the pre‑
sent development status of fiber-based transfer
techniques and describe a recent experiment that
investigates the transmission of a stable opti‑
cal carrier frequency at 194 THz between PTB
and the Institute of Quantum Optics at Leibniz
Universität Hannover. We consider possibilities
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for a future European fiber network for remote
optical clock comparisons and conclude with
an outlook on future applications of the various
time and frequency transfer techniques.

2 Satellite based clock comparisons
Facilities for satellite based time and frequency
comparisons are standard equipment in every
time laboratory. They are operated in a continu‑
ous mode to allow the computation of phase and
frequency differences of atomic clocks and time
scales. Both the GPS and TWSTFT techniques
are used for frequency comparisons as well as
for time transfer to realize the TAI time scale.
Frequencies can be compared with an uncertain‑
ty in the 10–15 range with 1 day averaging [6],
and time scale differences can be compared at
the one nanosecond level [7].
2.1 Global Positioning System (GPS)

Figure 1:
Instability (Allan deviation
as a function of averaging
time) observed in longbaseline GPS frequency
transfer. Blue: transfer
to NICT (Japan) using
a GPS common-view
scheme with ionosperic
error correction. Red:
transfer to NIST (USA)
using the GPS carrierphase technique.

GPS has become a standard tool for time and
frequency transfer between time laboratories [8].
The system maintains a minimum of 24 satellites
in three orbits with a radius of 26600 km, such
that at nearly each location on earth more than 4
satellites are simultaneously above the horizon.
On each satellite a caesium or rubidium atomic
clock serves as the onboard frequency and time
reference. From this reference two carrier fre‑
quencies near 1600 MHz and near 1200 MHz
are generated and transmitted. The transmitted
signals are phase modulated by two characteri‑
stic and unique pseudorandom noise codes. The
so-called coarse acquisition code is transmitted
at 1600 MHz with a chip rate of ~1 Mch/s (corre‑
sponding to a modulation bandwidth of appro‑
ximately 2 MHz), the precise code has a chip rate
of ~10 Mch/s and is transmitted on both carrier
frequencies. The coarse acquisition code includes
the navigation message which contains a predic‑
tion of the satellite orbit, an almanac of the com‑
plete satellite constellation, a prediction of the
onboard clock deviation relative to GPS system
time scale, and an ionospheric model [9]. In time
and frequency transfer applications, the received
GPS signals are decoded in a way that permits a

time-of-arrival measurement with respect to the
local reference clock and a reconstruction of the
GPS carrier phase.
If the positions of the satellites and the recei‑
ver locations are precisely known, ground-based
clocks can be compared with a typical precision
of 10 ns (1 ns) using the coarse (precise) acquisi‑
tion code. If the carrier frequency itself is used,
the precision is in the range of 10 ps for suitable averaging times [10]. The accuracy actually
achieved depends of course on the performance
of the receiver and on the quality of the estima‑
tion of measurement errors: the signals from
the satellites pass the ionosphere and the troposphere before reaching the receiver’s antenna,
and the effective propagation time can be altered
by reflections from the neighbourhood of the an‑
tenna. All delay times in the signal path depend
on the carrier frequency.
For time and frequency comparisons bet‑
ween two remote sites, two configurations can
be employed: in the classical common-view con‑
figuration, two receivers record data from the
same satellite at the same instant. It is obvious
that the common-view technique has limitations
if the two receivers are located far away from
each other. In practice, the maximum baseline
which can be bridged in this way is approxima‑
tely 10000 km. By design the common-view con‑
figuration effectively reduces errors which are
common to both receiver sites: the satellite clock
errors and for small baselines also the errors
caused by the ionosphere and troposphere.
There is no common-view requirement if the
internal clocks of the GPS receivers are related
to a common time scale. A very stable time scale
(presently 10–15 relative stability at 1 day ave‑
raging) is provided via the Internet by the Inter‑
national GNSS Service IGS. Using the IGS time
scale and multi-channel GPS receivers, ground
clocks can be compared in such a way that the
signals of all visible satellites are averaged. With
this so-called all-in-view method, the main re‑
asons for common-view comparisons vanish.
Typically multipath effects and environmental
influences on the receiver are the dominant error
sources.
Most dual-frequency GPS receivers can decode the precise acquisition code, which allows
to effectively reduce the ionospheric error by
evaluating a suitable linear combination of the
signals received on both transmission frequencies. The blue graph in Fig. 1 shows the stability
of an intercontinental frequency comparison
using this technique [10].
The best GPS-based frequency comparisons
make use of the information contained in the
carrier phase of the GPS signals. As indicated by
the red graph in Fig. 1, about one order of ma‑
gnitude in frequency transfer stability is gained
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through the carrier phase (CP) technique [11].
The main problem with this technique is that
conventional GPS signal evaluation software
leads to jumps of the computed carrier phase at
day boundaries. If clocks are compared over an
extended period of time using the CP technique,
these jumps have to be removed or to be taken
into account as an additional uncertainty contri‑
bution. Concepts of combining code and carrier
information and precise IGS clock and orbit data
are currently under investigation to enable fre‑
quency and true time transfer with the stability
of the CP measurements. Here a promising ap‑
proach is the so-called Precise Point Positioning
(PPP) technique, which is being investigated in
particular in the context of the realization of the
international atomic time scale TAI [12]. Pre‑
sently 5 ns is the commonly assumed systematic
uncertainty in time scale comparisons based on
the long-term operation of GPS receivers.
2.2 Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency
Transfer
Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer
(TWSTFT) is the second leading technique for
comparisons of remote atomic frequency stan‑
dards [13]. The main advantage of the two-way
technique is that undetermined delays along the
signal path cancel out to first order because of
the path reciprocity of the transmitted signals.
At present TWSTFT makes use of established satellite services in the Ku-band (11 GHz
–14 GHz) and X-band (7 GHz–8 GHz). Time
signals are transmitted by relating the phase of

a pseudorandom noise modulation to the onepulse-per-second output of a local clock. Each
station uses a dedicated code, and the receive
equipment allows the reconstruction of the
transmitted signal and its comparison with the
local clock by means of a time interval counter.
Following a prearranged schedule, both stations
of a pair lock on the code of the remote station
for a specified period, measure the signal arrival
times, and record the results. The clock difference is obtained either in post-processing after
exchanging the data files or in real time by at-
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taching the time interval measurement results to
the transmitted timing signals.
Fig. 2 shows stability test results and theo‑
retical predictions for the current standard operational parameters of TWSTFT. An assessment
of the performance of any comparison technique requires to suppress the contributions of
the clocks compared. This is possible by operating two stations side-by-side connected to a
common clock or for remote stations by forming
double differences between results obtained
with different techniques. Related data are
shown in Fig. 2 for a comparison between the
GPS carrier-phase and TWSTFT techniques. Sur‑
prisingly these data demonstrate a stability that
is even slightly better than the prediction based
on the expected measurement noise. The stabili‑
ty of TWSTFT can be enhanced if the transmis‑
sion bandwidth (i.e., the employed chip rate)
is increased. Currently available modems can
handle chip rates up to 20 MCh/s, but their use
is not common because this would significantly
increase the cost of the transponder lease from
commercial providers.
Fig. 2 also shows results of the first TWSTFT
experiments where the carrier phase information of the satellite signal is used for frequency
comparisons. This scheme has the potential
to provide a frequency stability of σy(τ) =
10 –12 (τ/s)−1. As shown in Fig. 2, a good agreement with the predicted performance is observed for averaging times up to 100 s for both
common-clock and transatlantic TWSTFT between USNO (United States Naval Observatory,Washington DC, USA) and PTB [14]. For
longer averaging times the stability decreases
significantly and appears to be limited by other
noise sources than measurement noise. Never‑
theless these initial results indicate that carrierphase based TWSTFT frequency comparison
has a strong development potential and might
ultimately become attractive also for optical fre‑
quency standard comparisons.
It is well known that the path delay reciproci‑
ty is not completely fulfilled in TWSTFT. Nonre‑
ciprocal variations of the delay times are caused
by residual satellite motion, by drifts of the
signal delay times in the electronic components
in the ground stations and in the satellite, and to
a smaller degree by the difference between the
uplink and downlink frequencies in combination
with the propagation delay introduced by tro‑
posphere and ionosphere [15, 16].
Unfortunately most of the relevant variations
occurr with a daily pattern which complicates
a quantitative analysis. Satellite motion impairs
the transmission stability through both the
path length variation and the variation of the
propagation times due to the Sagnac effect. The
ground station delays as well as the satellite

Figure 2:
Instability (Allan deviation
as a function of averaging time) of standard
and carrier-phase based
TWSTFT. Calculations
and measurements
were carried out for a
TWSTFT signal modulated with a chip rate of
2.5 MCh/s and received
with a carrier-to-noise
ratio (link budget) of
55 dBHz. Full black line:
calculated instability of
standard TWSTFT. Red
dots: instability measured
in the common-clock
mode which eliminates clock noise. Blue
squares: instability of
the difference between
standard TWSTFT and
GPS carrier-phase data
in a clock comparison
between NIST (Boulder,
USA) and PTB. Dashed
black line: calculated
carrier-phase based
TWSTFT instability.
Orange diamonds: instability of carrier-phase
based TWSTFT in a
clock comparison between USNO (Washington DC, USA) and PTB.
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Figure 3:
Geographical distribution of the laboratories that contribute to TAI and employed
clock comparison methods [17]. Adapted
with kind permission of BIPM.

transponder delays are affected by environmen‑
tal conditions like heating of the satellite by
solar radiation and weather-related temperature
and humidity changes on the ground. For a
robust ground-station system it is recommended
to place as much of the equipment as possible
indoors in a suitable stable environment. Care‑
fully controlled environmental conditions are
also mandatory for next-generation TWSTFT
schemes.
2.3 Time transfer for the realization of international atomic time
The Bureau International des Poids et Mesures
(BIPM) organizes comparisons between time
scales and atomic clocks in an international
network. TWSTFT is the preferred method
and gains importance as new ground stations
at timing laboratories join the operational net‑
work [17]. In Fig. 3 the current geographical
distribution of the laboratories contributing to

the atomic time scale TAI is shown.
TWSTFT links are backed up by
GPS time comparisons and the lar‑
gest number of links relies entirely
on GPS time comparisons. Since
introduction of the all-in-view me‑
thod, all laboratories equipped with
GPS receivers are compared to a
common pivot. Presently PTB is this
reference point.
The BIPM estimates a 5 ns sy‑
stematic uncertainty for a GPS link.
TWSTFT comparisons can be per‑
formed with a considerably lower uncertainty.
The TWSTFT links between European stations
and PTB were repeatedly calibrated by means
of a portable station operated by the Technical
University Graz (Austria) (see Fig. 4). In each
campaign an uncertainty in the range of 1 ns was
achieved. The most recent campaign in Septem‑
ber 2008 included links to Graz, NPL (UK), OP
(France), INRIM (Italy) , METAS (Switzerland),
and VSL (The Netherlands).
A remarkable series of calibrations of two
independent TWSTFT links (Ku-band and
X-band) between USNO and PTB permits an
assessment of the long-term stability of the
TWSTFT technique. The measured differential
corrections to the previous calibration values are
shown in Fig. 5. For the Ku-band (X-band) link,
the 5-year mean of the corrections amounts to
–0.46 ns (–0.50 ns) with a standard deviation of
1.43 ns (1.26 ns).
The calibration campaigns performed so far
permit the conclusion that an uncertainty level
of 1 ns can be reliably reached by the established
measurement procedures and that the repro‑
ducibility is at the same level as the estimated
uncertainty. Because of the high time transfer
accuracy, TWSTFT was chosen as the primary
means to synchronize the two Precise Timing
Facilities of the future European satellite naviga‑
tion system Galileo and to support the measure‑
ment of the difference between the GPS and the
Galileo system time scales.
Figure 4:
Bernd Blanzano (Technical University
Graz, on the left) and Jürgen Becker
(PTB) adjust the antenna of the portable
TWSTFT ground station of TU Graz during the latest link calibration campaign
in September 2008. The other antennae
belong to PTB reference stations.
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Figure 5:
Time offsets measured during calibrations of the Ku-band
and X-band TWSTFT links that connect the time scales
UTC(USNO) and UTC(PTB). The error bars denote the
associated measurement uncertainty.The offsets are measured relative to the offsets determined in the preceding
calibration. The gray bars reflect the estimated link uncertainty immediately prior to the new calibration, taking into
account known perturbations which might affect transmission delay times.

2.4 The T2L2 and ACES projects
Time Transfer by Laser Link (T2L2) is an ex‑
periment onboard the satellite Jason 2 which
was launched in June 2008. First test measure‑
ments are scheduled for Spring 2009 [18]. The
T2L2 concept employs the technique of satellite
laser telemetry in order to compare two or
more ground-based clocks: laser pulses that
are synchronized with the ground clocks are
transmitted to the satellite and retroreflected to
the ground stations where the return times are
recorded. The pulse arrival times at the satellite
are registered relative to an onboard clock of
high short-term stability. As shown in Fig. 6,
the expected clock comparison uncertainty
corresponds to a minimum time deviation of
about 1 ps at an averaging time of 1000 s. This
performance surpasses the precision of TWSTFT
and GPS carrier-phase comparisons by appro‑
ximately a factor of ten. As a result of the low
satellite orbit radius of 1300 km, intercontinental
comparisons must be carried out in a non-com‑
mon-view mode where the achievable compa‑
rison stability is limited by the instability of the
onboard clock.
Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (ACES)
is an ESA mission based upon the operation of
atomic clocks in the microgravity environment
of the international space station ISS. The time
scale generated by the onboard atomic clocks
is transferred to the ground through a highperformance microwave link. The microwave
link uses two Ku-band frequencies for up- and
downlink with chip rates of 100 MCh/s and an
additional downlink in the S-band to accurately
determine the ionospheric delay [19]. The ex‑
pected link stability corresponds to a time devi‑
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Figure 6:
Expected stability (time deviation σx as a function
of averaging time) of time transmission using
the T2L2 laser telemetry scheme and using the
microwave links of the planned atomic clock
ensemble ACES onboard the International Space
Station. For comparison, exemplary data for time
transmission based on TWSTFT and carrierphase GPS are also shown [18].

ation of less than 300 fs at an averaging time of
300 s (see Fig. 6). This microwave link will allow
to perform both space-to-ground and groundto-ground comparisons of atomic frequency
standards. The high stability of the onboard
atomic clock ensemble will also enable non-com‑
mon-view comparisons between ground atomic
frequency standards with an uncertainty of less
than 5 ps at an averaging time of 104 s.

3 Clock comparison by fiber link
Optical clocks based on cold atoms or a single
ion presently achieve a short-term frequency
stability in the range of σy(τ) ≈ 10–15 (τ/s)–1/2 [2].
These clocks are not transportable and require
a frequency comparison technique that allows
to reach the stability level of the clocks for mea‑
surement times between several minutes and
several hours. As an alternative approach to
satellite-based frequency transfer techniques, the
use of optical fiber networks has been discussed
extensively [20]. In order to bridge large di‑
stances, fiber transmission in the wavelength
range of the telecommunications window
around 1.5 µm is advantageous because signal
loss is minimized.
A summary of different methods for fre‑
quency comparisons using optical fibers is given
in [21]. Besides the transmission of solitons or
of optical pulses from femtosecond lasers, two
other methods have recently been established:
the transfer of an ultrastable radiofrequency
reference signal by amplitude modulation of
an optical carrier [22], or the direct transfer of
a highly stable optical carrier frequency [23].
Using the former technique, a relative frequency
stability level of 10–18 at an averaging time of
1 day was achieved for an optical link of 86 km
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length [24]. However, for longer links the disper‑
sion in the fiber and signal attenuation become
critical issues.

noise of the comb generator. Using this ap‑
proach, a frequency comparison between distant
optical clocks is performed in three steps:

3.1 Comparison using a stable optical carrier
frequency

(1) A single-frequency fiber laser is phaselocked to one of the optical clocks using a
fiber-based comb generator. This stabilized
laser synthesizes a precisely known optical
carrier frequency whose stability is equiva‑
lent to that of the optical clock.

The direct transfer of a highly stable optical
carrier offers the advantage that stability degra‑
dations caused by down-conversion of optical
frequencies to the microwave domain and by
distortions of the modulation can be avoided.
Optical clocks operating in remote laboratories
can be compared by transmitting the radiation
of a continuous single-frequency laser over an
existing 1.5 µm-fiber network and comparing its
frequency with that of the optical clocks located
at both sites. Using femtosecond fiber laser ba‑
sed frequency comb generators, the frequency
ratio between the laser and the optical clocks
can be easily measured [25, 26]. Such optical
frequency ratio measurements can reach an
uncertainty level below 10–17 within a few hours
of measurement time [27].
A prerequisite for long-haul frequency trans‑
mission is that the coherence length of the trans‑
mitted laser light exceeds the distance to be brid‑
ged. Otherwise the laser frequency noise limits
the accuracy with which optical path length fluc‑
tuations can be controlled. In order to actively
stabilize the frequency of the transmitted light, a
local optical clock can serve as a reference.
Presently the established technique for direct
frequency stabilization of a laser of arbitrary
wavelength to an optical clock consists of trans‑
ferring the stability of the clock to the output
spectrum of a frequency comb generator [2]. The
beat signal between a comb mode and the laser
to be stabilized can then be used to lock its fre‑
quency to the comb spectrum and thereby to the
optical clock.
Comb generators based on femtosecond fiber
lasers bridge the frequency gap between optical
clocks in the visible wavelength range and cw
fiber lasers operating in the telecommunications
window around 1.5 µm. Unfortunately, unstabi‑
lized fiber-based comb generators exhibit signi‑
ficant optical phase noise while their frequency
control bandwidth is typically limited to less
than 100 kHz. As a result, the phase noise of a
fiber-based comb generator usually exceeds that
of the optical standard to which it is stabilized
by several orders of magnitude, and it is difficult
to achieve a frequency stability of better than
σy ≈ 10–14 (τ/s)–1/2 [28].
In order to overcome this problem, H. Telle
et al. developed a technique in which the fre‑
quency comb generator is used as a transfer
oscillator [29]. This scheme allows to compare
laser frequencies in different spectral regions
without stability degradation by the frequency

(2) The optical carrier is transmitted to the re‑
mote site using single-mode telecommuni‑
cation fiber.
(3) At the remote site, the frequency ratio
between transmitted carrier and the local
optical clock is measured by means of an‑
other frequency comb generator.
Step (1) of this concept was demonstrated by
locking a continuous fiber laser oscillating at
1545 nm to a 871 nm diode laser which serves
as the clock laser of a Yb+ single-ion optical fre‑
quency standard and has a linewidth of less than
10 Hz [2, 30]. The fractional uncertainty of the
synthesized frequency relative to the 871 nm re‑
ference approached 10–18 in a long-term frequen‑
cy ratio measurement [31].
Step (2) was demonstrated in a collaboration
with LNE-SYRTE (Paris). Here we distributed
a precisely stabilized optical frequency over an
urban telecom fiber network [23] (see below).
For a demonstration of Step (3), a good can‑
didate is an optical frequency standard based
on Mg atoms that is currently developed at the
Institute of Quantum Optics (IQO) at Leibniz
Universität Hannover. A frequency measure‑
ment of the 1S0– 3P1 intercombination transition
of Mg using a thermal atomic beam has been
reported previously [32]. So far, a portable Cae‑
sium atomic clock and a GPS-controlled quartz
oscillator have been used as local references.
A considerable enhancement of measurement
accuracy is expected from the further development of the Mg standard and from comparisons
with one of the established optical frequency
standards of PTB by means of a fiber link.
3.2 Optical path length stabilization
Common to all fiber based transfer techniques is
that the frequency stability of any signal trans‑
mitted through an optical fiber is degraded by
phase noise induced by mechanical stress and
temperature variation in the fiber. In long-haul
systems, fluctuations induced by temperature
variations in the optical fiber dominate on long
time scales. Other sources of low-frequency
noise, such as polarization mode dispersion in
optical fibers and temperature variations in pe‑
ripheral equipment can also affect the long term
stability. Noise sources that can play a role at
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shorter time scales include thermal and electro‑
nic flicker (1/f) noise, photodetection shot noise,
and amplitude-to-phase conversion processes.
Typically, in order to achieve ultra-stable
frequency dissemination via optical fibers over
distances exceeding 100 m, the phase noise of the
fiber link must be suppressed by active optical
path length stabilization.
Fig. 7 shows a schematic of an active fiber
noise cancellation system that was first descri‑
bed by Ma et al. [33]. At the local site, a part of
the laser output passes through an acoustooptic
frequency shifter (AOM) that is driven by a
voltage-controlled oscillator and is fed into the
fiber link. At the remote end, a part of the signal
is frequency shifted and retraced. The retraced
light is frequency shifted again at the local site
and is made to interfere with a part of the origi‑
nal laser output. The resulting beat signal is pha‑
se locked to a stable rf reference by controlling
the frequency of a voltage-controlled oscillator.
This interferometric arrangement cancels the
fiber-induced phase noise at the remote end of
the fiber link. The frequency shift of the retraced
light at the remote site allows to discriminate it
from other sources of backscattering. The analy‑
sis of the local photodetector signal provides an
in-loop measurement of the residual phase noise.
In test setups where the local and remote sites
are located next to each other, direct out-of-loop
measurements of the link stability can be perfor‑
med by analyzing the beat signal between the
laser output and the light received at the remote
end.
3.3 Experiments
In our collaboration with LNE-SYRTE, we used
a 87Sr optical lattice clock [34] as the reference
and an existing standard telecom fiber link.
To simulate a user at a distant laboratory, the
transmitted signal was looped back from the far
end to the local laboratory resulting in a total
transmission distance of 86 km. In some measurements the distance was further extended
to 211 km using fiber spools. In the latter case,
the resulting total single-path attenuation of
50 dB was compensated by an erbium-doped
fiber amplifier. The optical clock, the frequency
comb generator, and the laser and path length
stabilization were continuously operational over
periods of approximately 12 h. The 86 km fiber
link achieved a relative frequency stability of
σy(1 s)= 2.2∙10–15 and reached an instability below
5∙10–18 within several hours. The mean of the
transmitted frequency differed from the optical
frequency at the local end by 3 mHz with an
uncertainty of the mean of 4 mHz [23].
In the following we describe a fiber link
connecting PTB with a laboratory of the IQO at
Leibniz Universität Hannover. This recently es‑
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Figure 7:
Setup for active compensation of fiber noise
(Courtesy of G. Santarelli).
AOM: acousto-optic modulator; PD: photo-diode;
PLL: phase locked loop;
PC: polarization controller;
OC: optical circulator; RF
synth: Radio-frequency
synthesizer. For details
see text.

tablished link (see Fig. 8) is part of a larger fiber
network which will eventually connect optical
clocks at PTB and at IQO with those operated at
the Max Planck Institutes in Erlangen (Institute
of Optics, Information and Photonics, IOIP) and
Garching (Max-Planck-Institute for Quantum
Optics, MPQ).

The pipeline networks of gas distribution com‑
panies and local telecommunication providers
offer significant potential for developing an areawide fiberoptic infrastructure. The fiber routes
from Braunschweig to Hannover and Garching
are established in a collaboration with the Ger‑
man science communication network DFN,
GasLINE (a fiberoptic cable provider established
by German gas distribution companies), and
EnBs (a local energy and telecommunications
provider). Two dedicated pairs of dark fiber in
a strand of commercially used fibers have been
made available. As both fibers are located in
the same strand, they are affected by the same
environmental conditions and have the same
characteristics.
The total fiber path distance from PTB to the
IQO is 73 km. Via the local network of EnBs we
connect our laboratory to the wide-area network
of GasLINE. The use of this infrastructure per‑
mits a direct connection to the university‘s com‑
puting center, located about 400 m away from
the IQO. An in-house fiber link provides access
to the Mg frequency standard.
We used commercial SMF-28 fiber according
to the ITU-T G.652 standard with a refractive

Figure 8:
Schematic of a comparison of remote frequency
standards by means
of a link based on dark
telecommunication fibers
(blue and red lines).
The dashed line indicates
a planned extension
(see text). At PTB a
1.5 μm fiber laser is
locked to an optical frequency standard. Its
output is transmitted to
Leibniz Universität
Hannover where its frequency is compared
with that of an optical frequency standard based
on Magnesium atoms.
(Map source: Google
Maps)
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index of n = 1.4681 at 1550 nm, an attenuation of
≈ 0.23 dB/km, and a chromatic dispersion
of ≈ 18 ps/(nm·km). An optical time domain
reflectometer was used to obtain a detailed de‑
scription of splice and connector positions along
the link. The full link comprises 16 splices and
approximately 10 connectors.
In order to characterize the stability of the
link, a fiber loop of 146 km length whose ends
are located in a PTB laboratory was established
by connecting the ends of a fiber pair in Han‑
nover. The measured overall attenuation of this
loop is approximately 46 dB.

Figure 9:
Observed phase noise
spectral density [35] of a
PTB-Hannover-PTB fiber
link of 146 km length
without optical path
length stabilization (red)
and with active stabilization (blue). The red
dashed line indicates the
asymptotic phase noise
characteristic in the limit
of high and low Fourier
frequencies. The blue
dashed line indicates the
calculated suppression
effect of the employed
phase noise cancellation
system for the asymptotic
characteristic (see text).

The phase noise spectrum of the link is shown in
Fig. 9 [35]. Without active path length stabiliza‑
tion, the observed phase noise spectrum can be
approximated by

if the distinct environmental noise maximum at
f ≈ 15 Hz is neglected. For Fourier frequencies
f ≥ 100 Hz, the phase noise decreases as 1/f 3,
while for f ≤ 10 Hz the frequency dependence is
that of flicker (1/f ) phase noise. The constant
noise floor at high frequencies is determined by
the intrinsic noise of the detection system.
3.4 Stability limit
For any fiber link, a fundamental limit on the
achievable degree of phase noise suppression
arises from the propagation delay introduced
by the fiber. The delay directly affects the maxi‑
mum control bandwidth of the path length sta‑
bilization loop. As a result, the stability at high
Fourier frequencies f is limited by unsuppressed
noise of the fiber link. The spectral dependence
of the achievable phase noise suppression can be
estimated as
			

for f < c/(nL)

where L is the one-way physical path length, n
the index of refraction, c the speed of light, and
Sφin denotes the phase noise of the unstabilized
link [39].
The return signal used for path length stabilization of the PTB-Hannover-PTB link has a
delay of 1.4 ms which limits the bandwidth of
the stabilization loop to 350 Hz. As shown in
Fig. 9, the measured phase noise of the stabilized
link is in good agreement with the predicted
frequency dependence of the phase noise sup‑
pression. The estimated frequency transmission
stability of this link is σy(τ) ≈ 3·10–15 (τ/s)–1 if
the environmental noise peak at f ≈ 15 Hz is
neglected. Using a 871 nm clock laser reference (see above), we measured the fractional
stability of the transmitted frequency at
the remote end and found a value of σy(τ) =
2.5·10–15 (τ/s)–1 (see Fig. 10) [35].
This measurement demonstrates that a fiber
link with low intrinsic phase noise permits the
comparison of state-of-the-art optical clocks
[2] which are separated by more than 100 km
without degrading the stability afforded by the
clocks.
Similar experiments have been performed by
other groups and phase noise data of three other
fiberoptic links have been published recently.
These links have lengths of 40 km [36], 86 km
[37], and 120 km [38]. In some cases the total link
length was increased up to 251 km by adding
additional fiber spools. While the phase noise
characteristics of the 40 km and 80 km links are
very similar to that of the PTB link, the 120 km
link exhibits a noise level that is approximately
25 dB higher at f = 1 Hz and decreases proportional to 1/ f 2.
As Sφout( f ) is proportional to L2 Sφin( f ), the
attainable link stability in frequency compari‑
sons decreases proportional to L (Sφin)½. Since L is
determined by the distance between the clocks
that are compared, the only way to improve the
link stability is to split the total length into sub‑
sections (to increase the control bandwidth) and/
or to select a fiber link with low intrinsic phase
noise.
With respect to phase noise suppression,
fibers installed along gas-pipeline networks offer
some advantages: the underground location of
pipelines strongly suppresses diurnal tempera‑
ture variations and other environmental pertur‑
bations. A long-haul optical link can be split into
appropriate subsections as the typical distance
between housings for installations like repeaters
and amplifiers along a link is about 80 km.
3.5 Towards a European fiber network
With the availability of a national test facility
between PTB and the MPQ in Garching, we now
have the unique possibility to explore the first
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Figure 11:
Operational baseline
lengths of time and
frequency transfer links
for different techniques.
Currently, optical fiber
links are realized over
distances of about
250 km and extensions
up to about 1500 km
are planned.

Figure 10:
The observed fractional stability of laser frequency
transmission using the 146 km PTB-Hannover-PTB link
[35] is compared with that of a state-of-the art singleion optical clock [2] and with the estimated stability of a
link of 1000 km length (see text).

long-haul, all-optical carrier phase frequency
transmission over a long-distance optical link of
900 km. This extends the transfer capability to
the continental scale and will eventually allow
to compare the very stable and accurate clocks
that are located in many European laboratories.
The 900 km fiber link which presently is being
set up is a unique opportunity to study an ad‑
vanced optical frequency dissemination system
at real scale with representative environmental
perturbations. We expect that this will boost new
applications as well as significant advances in
current research.
However, for the envisioned link lengths the
cumulative loss of the link must be compensated
by the insertion of amplifier stages. The ampli‑
fiers must operate bidirectionally and preserve
the coherence of the input signal. Erbium-doped
fiber amplifiers satisfy these demands and are
commonly used in telecom fiber networks. Assuming a typical link loss of 0.2 dB/km and a
gain of 20 dB – 30 dB per amplifier, an amplifier
spacing of 100 km is sufficient to establish a
quasi-transparent optical link where the noise
penalty due to the cascaded amplification is
smaller than 10 dB [39].
In order to estimate the stability of the trans‑
mitted signal for a 1000 km link, we assume
that the phase noise of the free-running link has
a frequency dependence similar to that of the
present PTB-Hannover link (see Fig. 9), but
that the phase noise spectral density Sφin( f ) is in‑
creased proportional to the link length. In
this case, the phase noise level would still be
smaller than that of the 120 km link investigated
in Ref. 38. Thus, assuming a noise level of
Sφin( f ) = 5 ·104 Hz2 /f 2 rad2 Hz –1 as a worst-case
estimate, the calculated residual phase noise of
the stabilized link is in the range of Sφout( f ) ≤
50 rad2 Hz –1, corresponding to an estimated frac‑
tional frequency stability of σy(τ) ≈ 1·10–13 (τ/s)–1.

As shown in Fig. 10, the estimated instability of
a 1000 km link becomes smaller than that of
the presently best optical clocks for an averaging time τ > 1000 s. After an averaging time of
3 hours, the contribution of the optical link to the
total instability would be negligible. Even with
the assumed fairly high noise level of the link, a
clock comparison by optical fiber could exceed
the predicted capability of satellite-based com‑
parisons using the carrier-phase TWSTFT tech‑
nique (cf. Fig. 2) by one order of magnitude.
Thus, for optical-clock comparisons within
Europe the use of optical fibers can be a power‑
ful alternative to comparisons via satellite provi‑
ded that suitable dark fiber will be accessible.
From the present point of view, the availabi‑
lity of dark fiber is not a problem, but the cost
of rent over a period of 5 to 10 years is a critical
issue. The search for dark fiber providers that
will grant the national metrology institutes
access to a European fiber network and support
them in establishing national link capabilities
will be one of the most important tasks of the
near future.

4 Outlook
The operational distance of time and frequency
transfer techniques is an important criterion if
one considers the comparison of atomic frequen‑
cy standards at remote sites. Fig. 11 compares
the current and prospective baselines provided
by the various techniques. The GPS all-in-view
technique is unique: it allows comparisons between clocks wherever they are located on earth.
For the classical common-view technique and for
TWSTFT, the baseline limitation is approximately 10000 km because both sites must simulta‑
neously point to one satellite. In the BIPM net‑
work for the computation of TAI, the TWSTFT
link with the presently longest baseline is that
between NICT (National Institute of Information
and Communications Technology, Tokyo) and
PTB. For significantly longer distances twohop configurations appear feasible, but additional measurement noise must be taken into
account. Such a link is currently in preparation
between USNO and NICT using a relay station
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in Hawaii. If this link is established, TWSTFT
in a closed loop around earth will provide
two independent links between each pair of
participating sites. Presently a number of new
laboratories particularly in Asia are about to join
the worldwide TWSTFT network and also the
number of laboratories that use GPS time trans‑
fer is increasing.
Despite the fast advances of clock compari‑
sons via optical fiber links, we expect that also
in the near future the baselines of such links will
be restricted to less than approximately 1500 km.
Nevertheless it appears that the advantages pro‑
vided by optical fiber links and the availability
of frequency-stabilized optical reference signals
will stimulate new developments in science and
technology. Using femtosecond frequency comb
technology, the dissemination of frequencystabilized 1.5 μm light enables the generation of
radiofrequency and microwave signals with un‑
precedented stability without need for a local re‑
ference clock. Optical fiber links have the poten‑
tial to provide an optical frequency reference for
fundamental research and applied science with
an accuracy and stability that today is available
only at national metrology institutes and a small
number of other dedicated laboratories. Appli‑
cations range from low-level laser frequency
calibration, length interferometry, and remote
wavelength standard calibration to the synchro‑
nization and timing of accelerator facilities.
In the near future, the synchronization sy‑
stems of next-generation linear colliders [40] and
of large astronomical antenna arrays such as
the Atacama Large Millimeter Array [41], both
demanding low-noise frequency dissemination
systems with minimal phase drifts and errors,
will particularly strongly benefit from optical
fiber links. The stable synchronization afforded
by the transmission of an optical carrier frequen‑
cy will also foster new developments in very
long baseline interferometry (VLBI) astronomy,
such as large-aperture VLBI in the near-infrared
and optical wavelength range. The combination
of high frequencies and long interferometric
baselines requires the distribution of a local
oscillator with low phase noise and low phase
drift through the array [42]. For the Deep Space
Network of NASA, a system of optical fiber links
has been developed in order to distribute refe‑
rence signals from a hydrogen maser for antenna
synchronization [43].
The implementation of a European fiber
network for highly stable optical frequency
transmission will boost the field of time and
frequency metrology. The network in particular
will enable stability tests of satellite-based time
transfer techniques (see above) and of the timing
facilities of the global navigation satellite sy‑
stems GPS and Galileo [44].

A number of fundamental physics research pro‑
grams will benefit from the ability to compare
distant optical frequency standards through
optical fiber links without any significant loss
in accuracy or stability. Prominent examples are
tests on possible violations of the equivalence
principle of General Relativity and on the possi‑
ble drift of the fine structure constant [44]. Clear‑
ly, the ability to perform comparisons between
distant optical clocks at the highest possible
accuracy level is also a prerequisite for a possible
redefinition of the SI second on the basis of an
optical clock.
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Super-Stable Lasers

Christian Lisdat1 and Christian Tamm2

1 The goal: perfect coherence
In most conventional light sources, photons
are emitted spontaneously by a hot surface, a
discharge-excited plasma, or by recombination
of charge carriers in a semiconductor. In classical
physics, the resulting light is described as an
electromagnetic field that consists of a stochastic
superposition of wavelets. This type of light is
usually termed incoherent. In incoherent light,
phase and amplitude of the electric field exhibit
strong uncorrelated temporal fluctuations. The
characteristic time scale of these fluctuations, the
coherence time τc , is given by τc ≈ 1/πΔν where
Δν is the spectral width of the analyzed light.
Spectral filtering with a bandwidth Δν’ < Δν in‑
creases the coherence time, but the power is re‑
duced proportional to Δν’/Δν. Coherence times
larger than a few nanoseconds are very difficult
to achieve with incoherent light sources.
The light emitted by lasers has very different
properties both at the quantum level and in the
classical limit. The output of a continuously
operating single-mode laser is a coherent electro‑
magnetic wave with only small amplitude and
phase fluctuations. An elementary perturbation
is the diffusion-like phase variation of the optical
field within the laser resonator that is caused by
spontaneous emission in the laser gain medium
[1]. In semiconductor lasers, this effect typically
limits the achievable coherence time. Another
source of laser frequency instability is the vari‑
ation of the optical path length of the laser reso‑
nator due to acoustic perturbations and changes
of the refractive index of the gain medium. For
many types of lasers, simple passive stabilization
measures are sufficient to achieve coherence
times in the range τc ≥ 1 μs, corresponding to
linewidths Δν = 1/πτc ≤ 300 kHz. In this case, the
remaining frequency fluctuations are sufficiently
slow to be reduced further to a very low level by
active stabilization.
1.1 Active frequency stabilization
Active laser frequency stabilization relies on
detecting the frequency or phase deviations
of the laser output by means of an optical fre‑

quency discriminator or by comparison with a
stable reference laser. The detected error signal
is processed electronically in order to generate a
feedback control signal which corrects the laser
frequency. A substantial linewidth reduction is
possible only if the response time of the feedback
loop is smaller than the coherence time of the
unstabilized laser light.
It is not surprising that the technically most
convenient reference for active laser frequency
stabilization is a stable reference laser whose
frequency is close to that of the laser to be stabi‑
lized: the interference of the two laser fields on
a photodetector gives rise to a beat signal at the
difference of the optical frequencies. The beat
signal and an auxiliary radiofrequency oscillator
can be used to stabilize the laser frequency at the
sum or difference frequency of the optical and
radiofrequency references. Optical frequency
comb generators make it possible to extend this
technique to lasers whose frequencies lie arbi‑
trarily far away from each other in the optical
spectrum [2, 3].
In this article we will focus on laser frequen‑
cy stabilization by optical resonators. Here the
error signal is generated by an optical frequency
discriminator whose central element is a FabryPérot resonator of high intrinsic stability, the
“reference cavity”. In contrast to stabilization
schemes that employ atomic or molecular ab‑
sorption lines in order to enhance the long-term
stability of the average laser frequency, the re‑
ference cavity technique aims predominantly at
increasing the coherence time and at reducing
the short-term frequency fluctuations.
In a cavity-based optical frequency discri‑
minator, the frequency of a cavity mode is close
to resonance with the laser frequency to be
stabilized, and the error signal is derived from
the power variations of the light transmitted
through or reflected by the reference cavity. Any
kind of detection noise is indistinguishable from
real frequency fluctuations and therefore limits
the achievable frequency stability. A categorical
limit is set by the photodetection shot noise.
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The magnitude of the photodetector signal δU
caused by a laser frequency excursion δν is de‑
termined by the response of the reference cavity,
the incident optical power, and the photodetec‑
tor sensitivity. A small resonance width Δ of the
reference cavity obviously leads to a large discri‑
minator slope δU/δν, which is advantageous
because it reduces the relative contribution of
shot noise and other spurious signals to the error
signal.
In most of the first investigations into the use
of optical resonators for laser frequency stabi‑
lization, the error signal was derived from the
light transmitted through the reference cavity.
This lead to the dilemma that the response time
of the frequency stabilization feedback loop
was limited by the time constant 1/πΔ of the
reference cavity, and thus the stabilization could
not be optimized with respect to both response

1.2 Measures of frequency stability
The frequency stability of lasers can be characte‑
rized by several measures. Which measure is
most adequate usually depends on the characte‑
ristics of the frequency fluctuation spectrum that
is observed.
•

In the case of white frequency noise, the
laser output spectrum has a Lorentzian lineshape, and the corresponding linewidth Δν
is related to coherence time τc and coherence
length lc according to Δν = 1/πτc = c/πlc.

•

Spectrally structured frequency noise is
characterized by the frequency noise spectral
power density Sν( f ) (dimension: Hz2 per Hz
analysis bandwidth). For white frequency
noise, Sν( f ) is independent of the Fourier
frequency f, and linewidth and Sν( f ) are
related according to Δν = πSν( f ).

•

The Allan deviation σy(τ) is a measure of the
relative frequency variation as a function of
averaging time τ. For white frequency noise,
σy(τ) = (Δν/2πν20τ)1/2; in the case of 1/f-noise
(Sν( f ) ~ 1/f ), σy is independent of τ.

1.3 The state of the art

Figure 1:
Conventional mounting arrangement for a reference
cavity (an innovative mounting scheme is described in
Sec. 3.1). The reference cavity (center) is held by
elastomer elements in a temperature-stabilized
polished copper cylinder. The copper cylinder is fixed
with minimum thermal coupling in a standard ultrahigh vacuum vessel. The residual pressure during
operation is in the range of 10–5 Pa.

speed and noise immunity [4]. This problem is
overcome by the so-called Pound-Drever-Hall
scheme which relies on the detection of the light
reflected from the reference cavity [5]. Here a
radiofrequency phase modulation technique
is used in order to detect the phase shift of the
intracavity field relative to the input field. For
frequencies f < Δ of the error signal, the signal
is proportional to δν as in the transmission de‑
tection scheme. For frequencies f > Δ, the error
signal is proportional to the instantaneous phase
difference between the incident field and the
stored intracavity field. This permits the use of
reference cavities with arbitrarily high resonance
quality without bandwidth penalty.

The frequency stability of a cavity-stabilized
laser is generally determined by three factors:
the stability of the frequency lock to the cavity
resonance, the stability of the optical path length
between laser and reference cavity, and the sta‑
bility of the cavity itself.
The stability of the frequency lock to the refe‑
rence cavity resonance is maximized by using a
cavity with small resonance width Δ. The width
is often expressed through the finesse F = c/2LΔ
(c: speed of light; L: cavity length). It is now
possible to fabricate dielectric mirror coatings
that provide a finesse approaching F = 106 in
the near-infrared wavelength range. Using refe‑
rence cavities with F ≈ 105 and L ≈ 100 mm, the
lock instability can be reduced to the range of
σy(τ) < 10–15 for 0.1 s ≤ τ ≤ 100 s if spurious error
signal components are meticulously minimized
[6, 7, 8].
Larger instability contributions typically
arise from variations of the cavity resonance
frequency. Significant variations can be caused
in particular by thermal expansion, cavity dis‑
tortions due to inertial forces, and by length
fluctuations driven by thermal 1/ f noise (Brownian motion) of the cavity material [9]. In order
to reduce the sensitivity to ambient temperature
variations, the cavity spacer and the mirror sub‑
strates are made from a glass material whose
thermal expansion coefficient has a zero crossing
near room temperature (ULE glass [10]). The
cavity is surrounded by a temperature-stabilized
heat shield and is operated in high vacuum (see
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Fig. 1). Environmental mechanical perturbations
are conventionally reduced by mounting the
cavity vacuum chamber on a vibration isolation
platform that has a resonance frequency of less
than 1 Hz.
These stabilization measures are in many
cases sufficient to reduce the linewidth of a laser
oscillating in the visible or near-infrared range
(ν0 ≈ 3·1014 Hz) to the Hertz range. The drift of
the stabilized laser frequency is typically in the
range of |dν0 /dt| ≤ 0.5 Hz·s–1 and is determined
by residual temperature variations and aging of
the cavity spacer material. For time intervals in
the range of 1 s to 100 s, the frequency stability
is usually limited either by residual external
mechanical perturbations or by thermal noise.
So far the best frequency stability of a cavitystabilized laser has been demonstrated in work
conducted at the National Institute of Standards
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in order to monitor gravitational-wave induced
displacements of distant test masses [12]. Optical tests of Lorentz invariance constitute another active fundamental research field that
relies on interferometry with highly stable lasers
[13, 14].
Much of the present development work in
the field of laser frequency stabilization is driven
by the need for highly stable interrogation oscil‑
lators for optical clocks and frequency-sensitive
atomic interferometers (see Fig. 2). The stability
achievable by optical clocks essentially depends
on the coherence time of the light that excites the
atomic reference transition and thereby reads
out the clock frequency [15]. The present state of
the art of laser frequency stabilization makes it
possible to surpass the stability of the best con‑
ventional microwave clocks by more than one
order of magnitude.

2 Super-stable lasers at PTB
At PTB, a number of highly frequency-stable
laser systems serve as interrogation oscillators
of optical frequency standards and as reference
oscillators in tests of long-distance optical fre‑
quency dissemination [3]. In the following we
describe the design and performance characte‑
ristics of three technically similar systems. The
frequency-doubled output of one of these lasers
(fundamental wavelength λ = 871 nm) excites the
atomic reference transition in a single-ion optical
clock [15]. The other two lasers [8, 16] were de‑
veloped as interrogation oscillators for an atom
interferometer based on laser-cooled calcium
atoms (λ = 658 nm) [17].

Figure 2:
Calcium atoms confined
in a magneto-optical
trap. The laser cooling
prepares an ensemble
of slowly moving atoms.
Subsequent pulsed
excitation by laser light
with high frequency
stability allows to realize
an atomic matter wave
interferometer which
can serve as an optical
frequency standard (see
also [17]).

and Technology (NIST, USA): a dye laser oscillating at 533 THz (wavelength λ = 563 nm) is
locked by two cascaded servo systems to an
elaborately passively stabilized reference cavity.
By comparison with a second similar system, an
upper linewidth limit of Δν = 0.6 Hz and a ther‑
mal-noise limited Allan deviation σy(τ) ≈ 4·10–16
for 1 s ≤ τ ≤ 300 s was inferred [11].
1.3 Where ultrastable lasers are needed
Laser light with a linewidth in the Hertz range
permits uniquely precise measurements: if used
in an interferometer, it is possible to monitor
length variations at the scale of the proton
diameter (1.6 fm) between reference points
separated by one meter. If the high short-time
frequency stability is utilized in a time interval
measurement, intervals in the 1 s range can be
measured with a resolution of less than one opti‑
cal cycle (3.3 fs at ν0 = 300 THz).
Interferometric gravitational-wave detectors
like VIRGO and GEO 600 and the future spacebased detector LISA use a complex optical setup
and an elaborate laser frequency control system

Figure 3:
Schematic of the active laser frequency stabilization setup used at PTB to reduce the linewidth
of diode lasers to the Hertz range. Light from the
laser is frequency shifted by an acousto-optical
modulator (AOM) and guided through a polarization
maintaining single mode fibre (PM-SMF) to the
reference cavity mounted on a vibration isolation
platform. PDH: components of the Pound-DreverHall frequency discriminator; EOM: electro-optic
phase modulator; PBS: polarizing beamsplitter; λ/4:
quarter-wave retardation plate (for further details
see text).
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Figure 4:
Vibration isolation
(digitally edited photo).
The reference cavity is
mounted on a passive vibration isolation platform
(lower right). The vacuum
vessel containing the
reference cavity is held in
a massive temperaturestabilized aluminium
box. Thermal isolation
material (light blue) has
been partly removed.
The optical setup on the
platform comprises the
Pound-Drever-Hall frequency discriminator and
optics for fiber coupling
and mode matching.
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All three laser systems use semiconductor laser
diodes in a wavelength-tunable external-cavity
configuration that provides unstabilized laser
linewidths in the range of Δν ≈ 100 kHz. A sche‑
matic of the active frequency stabilization setup
is shown in Fig. 3. A fraction of approximately
100 μW of the diode laser output is directed to
an acousto-optic modulator which introduces a
variable offset between the laser output frequen‑
cy and a TEM00 resonance of the reference cavity.
The frequency-shifted light passes through a
polarization-maintaining single-mode optical
fiber to a passive vibration isolation platform
which holds the reference cavity (see Fig. 4). The
light is coupled into the cavity through a Fara‑
day isolator that separates the optical paths of
incident and reflected light. The Pound-DreverHall frequency discriminator scheme is imple‑
mented by phase modulation of the incident
light at a frequency of approximately 15 MHz
and synchronous detection of the amplitude mo‑
dulation of the reflected light. The laser frequen‑
cy is corrected by changing the drive current of
the laser diode and the optical path length of the
external laser cavity. The unity-gain frequency of
the laser frequency control loop is in the range of
f = 3 MHz. For f ≤ 100 Hz, the loop gain exceeds
160 dB. The employed reference cavities have
lengths of L ≈ 100 mm and finesse values in the
range of F = 5·104 to F = 2·105. The temperature of
the cavity enclosures is stabilized within 1 mK.
The thermal isolation time constants are in the
range of 30 h. The vibration isolation reduces
horizontal and vertical accelerations to approximately 0.3 μg for frequencies in the range of
0.3 Hz ≤ f ≤ 100 Hz [18].

Figure 5:
Spectrum of the beat signal between two independent
laser systems at λ = 657 nm [16]. Data acquisition
time: 4 s; resolution bandwidth: 1 Hz.

Information on the linewidths of the two 658 nm
lasers was obtained by superimposing their at‑
tenuated output beams on a photodetector and
analyzing the spectrum of the beat signal. The
spectrum shown in Fig. 5 was recorded with a
resolution bandwidth of 1 Hz. The observed li‑
newidth of 1.5 Hz (full width at half maximum)
indicates a linewidth contribution of the beat
signal of approximately 1.2 Hz. Neglecting line
broadening due to the uncompensated linear
drift of the beat frequency (0.5 Hz·s–1), and as‑
suming that the frequency fluctuations of both
lasers are uncorrelated and contribute equally
to the beat signal linewidth, a laser linewidth
Δν ≈ 0.9 Hz can be inferred from the measure‑
ment shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 6:
Allan deviation σy(τ) of the frequency ratio of two lasers
emitting at λ = 658 nm and at λ = 871 nm as a function
of averaging time τ, showing the combined relative frequency instability of the two lasers. Also shown is the
calculated 1/f-noise floor due to the thermal noise of
the employed reference cavities and the instability characteristic of a single 658 nm laser with 1 Hz linewidth.

The combined frequency instability of one
658 nm laser and of the 871 nm laser was deter‑
mined with the use of an optical frequency comb
generator and the transfer oscillator technique
[3]. The optical frequency ratio ν0(658 nm)/
ν0(871 nm) was registered in a continuous se‑
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quence of 20 ms averaging intervals. Before
calculating the Allan deviation (see Fig. 6), a
linear drift of approximately 5·10–15 s–1 caused by
unbalanced drifts of the laser frequencies was
removed from the recorded frequency ratio data.
Figure 6 also indicates the level of thermal 1/f
noise that is calculated according to the model of
Numata et al. [9] for the employed combination
of reference cavities. It appears that the observed
frequency instability is not much larger than the
expected thermal noise limit for averaging times
in the range of 0.1 s ≤ τ ≤ 100 s. For τ ≈ 0.1 s, the
observed instability is comparable to that of a
single 658 nm laser with Δν = 1 Hz. For τ < 0.1 s,
σy(τ) increases approximately proportional to τ–1
because the loop gain of the frequency stabili‑
zation control circuits decreases towards higher
frequencies. For τ > 100 s, nonlinear frequency
drifts lead to the observed increase σy(τ) ~ τ.
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This mounting configuration unavoidably leads
to variations of the distance between the cavity
mirrors if the spacer is elastically deformed by
vertical acceleration. There are however alter‑
native mounting schemes where the mirror di‑
stance and thus the cavity resonance frequency
is independent of acceleration-induced deforma‑
tions [19].
A novel vibration-insensitive cavity moun‑
ting scheme was demonstrated and investigated
at PTB [18, 20]. Our design relies on supporting
a cavity of cylindrical shape near its horizontal
symmetry plane. Vertical accelerations mainly
stretch and compress the cavity spacer above
and below the symmetry plane while the mirror
distance remains unaffected. By finite-element
simulations we identified the position of the
support points which decouples the optical
resonance frequency of the cavity from vertical
acceleration (see Fig. 7). This mounting scheme
preserves the horizontal symmetry so that also
the sensitivity to horizontal acceleration is ideal‑
ly zero.
In our original implementation the cavity
is held by cantilevers covered by Viton cylin‑
ders (see Fig. 8). Recent constructions use more
rugged version of this support principle to avoid

Figure 7:
Finite-element simulation of the deformation
of a ULE-glass cavity,
assuming a vertical
acceleration of 10 m/s2
and support points (black
circles) that minimize
acceleration-induced
changes of the mirror
distance [20]. The sag
of the cavity spacer is
magnified by a factor of
107.

3 Advanced laser design at PTB
Ultrastable lasers are extremely powerful tools
for fundamental research and precision measure‑
ments – yet their design can be further improved
to increase their performance for special appli‑
cations and to simplify their design and increase
their reliability. However, a major breakthrough
towards higher frequency stability can only
be envisaged if several aspects are addressed
simultaneously. Among these, thermal noise re‑
duction is very important because presently this
noise source limits the stability of the most stable
lasers. But improvements on the thermal noise
limit must be accompanied by enhanced shorttime stability and better vibration isolation of the
reference cavity if the laser performance is to be
improved significantly.
3.1 Vibration-insensitive cavity
Conventionally, the reference cavity is held in
the surrounding heat shield by elastomer ele‑
ments which support the cavity spacer close to
the lowest part of its cylindrical surface (Fig. 1).

Figure 8:
Technical realization of a cavity
mount with support points
as assumed in the the FEM
simulation shown in Fig. 7.
The inset shows one of the
support cantilevers with Viton
cylinder which protrude into the
lateral blind holes of the ULEglass cylinder.
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3.2 Cavity filtering

Figure 9:
Laser frequency variations Δfbeat induced by
periodic vertical acceleration avertical in the case
of conventional cavity
mounting (left) and for
the investigated vibrationinsensitve mounting
scheme (right) [20].

damage during transport of the cavity. The sen‑
sitivity of the cavity-stabilized laser frequency
to acceleration can be inferred from the experi‑
mental data shown in Fig. 9. The laser frequency
was measured relative to a stable reference laser
while the cavity was subject to periodic vertical
acceleration. The experimental data show the
dramatically enhanced stability of the new cavity
mounting scheme.
Vibration-insensitive reference cavities
are now increasingly applied in experiments
with highly stabilized lasers and they will also
play an important role in applications where
environmental vibrations can not be strongly
suppressed. The demonstrated high degree of
vibration isolation is also a prerequisite for utili‑
zing the stability advantages of reference cavities
with reduced thermal noise (see Sec. 3.3).

Figure 10:
Temporal variation of the atomic excitation probability pe in the PTB Ca atom
interferometer at the maximum, minimum, and at the point of maximum slope
of an interference fringe [23]. The graph on the left shows data recorded
without cavity filtering. The data on the right were recorded with cavity filtering.
The signal-to-noise ratio of the maximum-slope data reflects the short-time
laser frequency stability enhancement achieved by cavity filtering (see text).
Elimination of other noise sources in the interferometer setup leads to the
larger signal-to-noise-ratio of the maximum and minimum signals in the graph
on the right.

Light pulses from frequency-stabilized lasers
are used in Ramsey-Bordé atom interferometers
[21] to split and redirect matter waves. The laser
frequency sensitive variant of this interferometer
has applications as optical frequency standard
and was implemented with Ca atoms for this
purpose at PTB and NIST [17]. Typically, the in‑
terrogation time in these interferometers is short
compared to the whole measurement cycle time
including the preparation and detection of the
atoms. As a result of the low interrogation duty
cycle, components of the laser frequency noise
with high Fourier frequencies are efficiently
down-converted in frequency and degrade the
signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement. This
aliasing effect is known as the Dick effect [22].
Unfortunately, the finite bandwidth of the laser
frequency stabilization control circuit implies
that the loop gain and thus the achievable laser
frequency stability decrease towards higher Fou‑
rier frequencies (see Fig. 6). In combination with
the Dick effect the insufficient short-time laser
frequency stability can seriously limit the shorttime stability of atom interferometers.
At PTB a novel approach was demonstrated
to enhance the short-time frequency stability of
cavity-stabilized lasers: in order to remove highfrequency components from the laser output
spectrum, we use the light transmitted through
the reference cavity. Here the reference cavity
serves as an optimally tuned optical bandpass

filter with very narrow bandwidth [18, 23]. In or‑
der to satisfy the optical power requirements of
the experiment, the light transmitted through the
reference cavity is used in an injection-locking
scheme to control the emission spectrum of an
additional “slave” laser diode.
Signals of the Ca atom interferometer were
compared for operation with and without cavityfiltered light. In order to distinguish between
laser frequency dependent noise contributions
and other noise sources such as atom number
fluctuations, interferometer signals were recor‑
ded at the maximum, the minimum, and at the
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maximum slope of an interference fringe. To first
order, only the latter measurement is sensitive
to laser frequency noise. Figure 10 shows the
strong improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio
by cavity filtering. A quantitative analysis of the
data shown in Fig. 10 permits the conclusion that
for operation with cavity-filtered light, under
typical operating conditions the signal quality of
the Ca atom interferometer is not significantly
reduced by short-time laser frequency instability
but rather by the instability on the scale of the
cycle time.
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the mirror coatings become the limiting factor.
However, the different thermal expansion coef‑
ficients of ULE and fused silica lead to mechani‑
cal stress when the temperature is varied. This
significantly changes the temperature where the
expansion coefficient of the compound system
is zero.
We have modeled the cavity deformation
(Fig. 11) with finite-element calculations and
have measured the thermal expansion of a modi‑
fied ULE cavity where one ULE mirror substrate
is replaced by a fused silica substrate. In good
Figure 11:
Finite-element simulation of the deformation of a fusedsilica mirror substrate in rigid contact with a ULE cavity
spacer (one half shown), assuming a temperature
change of 0.25°C after assembly. The colors indicate
the axial displacement, ranging from –0.07 nm (blue)
to 1.7 nm (red).

3.3 Overcoming the thermal noise limit
Thermal noise, i.e. the Brownian motion of the
cavity material, leads to fluctuations of the cavi‑
ty length. This effect limits the performance of
present state-of-the-art lasers (see Sec. 2). Accor‑
ding to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the
use of materials with higher mechanical reso‑
nance quality factor Q reduces the magnitude of
thermal-noise induced length fluctuations. For
a typical ULE cavity with L = 100 mm and stan‑
dard high-finesse dielectric mirror coatings, the
thermal noise is dominated by the ULE mirror
substrates (Q = 6·10 4, relative contribution 84%),
followed by the mirror coatings (Q = 2.5·10 3, rela‑
tive contribution 13%) [9].
Several approaches can be pursued to reduce
the thermal noise limit. The high relative con‑
tribution of the mirror substrates to the thermal
noise suggests to replace the ULE mirrors or
to increase the overall length of the cavity. Ho‑
wever, any significant upscaling of the cavity
dimensions poses difficult design problems with
respect to stable mechanical mounting.
Replacing the ULE mirror substrates with a
substrate material with higher quality factor like
fused silica (Q > 106) reduces the overall thermal
noise by a factor of five for a 100 mm cavity, and

agreement with calculations, the measured zerocrossing temperature of the thermal expansion
coefficient is in an inconvenient range below
room temperature (Fig. 12). In order to avoid
excessive thermal sensitivity of the optical reso‑
nance frequency, such a compound cavity would
have to be operated either with elaborate ther‑
mal isolation or in a cooled enclosure.
Another idea pursued at PTB is to increase
the effective size of the mirror area that is illu‑
minated by the laser light whose frequency is
to be stabilized. This method decreases the two

Figure 12:
Measurement of the
length changes of an allULE cavity and of a cavity where one ULE mirror
substrate is replaced with
a fused-silica substrate.
The zero crossing of the
CTE is shifted from 21°C
to 11°C.
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Figure 13:
Image of a TEM20,10 light
beam generated by a
spatial optical phase
modulator. The excitation
of such high-order modes
in a reference cavity
reduces the effect of
thermal noise in comparison with TEM00 excitation
because thermal fluctuations are averaged over
a larger area.
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dominant noise contributions from mirror sub‑
strate and dielectric coating because the thermal
fluctuations of the mirror surface are averaged
over a larger area. For a given cavity length,
significantly increasing the diameter of the fun‑
damental TEM00 mode would lead to extreme
tolerancing requirements with respect to sepa‑
ration and curvature of the cavity mirrors. An
alternative approach which can be implemented
in standard cavities is the excitation of GaußHermite modes TEMmn of high order (m,n >> 1).
We are investigating the possibility of using a
liquid-crystal spatial optical phase modulator to
holographically generate light beams that pro‑
pagate as a single high-order mode (see Fig. 13)
and to selectively excite such modes in highfinesse cavities.

The most obvious approach to overcome the
thermal noise limit is to lower the temperature.
Optical cavities operated at 4 K have shown very
high long-term stability [13]. As a result of the
mounting in a cryostat, it however appears diffi‑
cult to achieve a short-time stability that is com‑
parable with conventional mounting schemes. In
combination with a vibration insensitive cavity
mounting (Sec. 3.1), cryogenic cavities could lead
to a breakthrough in the development of superstable lasers. The choice of the cavity material is
crucial since the gain due to the temperature re‑
duction can be easily offset by a reduced mecha‑
nical Q-factor at low temperatures. In addition,
a low thermal expansion coefficient is desirable
to reduce the sensitivity to temperature varia‑
tions. At PTB we are presently investigating the
possibility to use silicon (Si) as cavity spacer and
mirror substrate material in a cooled environ‑
ment. The spectral transmission characteristic of
Si suggests that a laser whose frequency is stabi‑
lized by a Si cavity would operate in the 1.5 µm
telecom wavelength range where reliable laser
sources with high passive stability are available. The stability of the Si cavity-stabilized laser

can be transferred to other wavelength ranges
through the frequency comb technique [3].

4 Outlook
“Super-stable lasers” are an indispensable tool
for experimental tests of fundamental physical
laws and for measurements at unprecedented
levels of precision. The systems constructed at
PTB are of vital importance in particular for the
research that aims at realizing the enormous
accuracy and stability potential of optical clocks.
In fact, presently the performance of some of
the best optical clocks is limited by the frequen‑
cy instability of the state-of-the-art lasers that
are used as interrogation oscillators. The most
urgent need for a breakthrough towards higher
stability exists for the time range between 0.1 s
and 100 s where presently the stability is limited
by the thermal noise of the reference cavity. Pro‑
bably the next generation of super-stable lasers
will have to be optimized in several aspects
because a number of instability sources must
be eliminated in order to achieve significant
improvements.
We also observe that the interest in lasers
with linewidths in the Hertz range is no longer
limited to fundamental research in well-pro‑
tected laboratories but field applications come
more and more into mind. Such applications
require elaborately designed reference cavities
with strongly reduced sensitivity to environmen‑
tal perturbations like temperature changes and
vibrations. We expect that the work presently
conducted at PTB will spur the development of
robust and portable super-stable lasers and opti‑
cal clocks.
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Our current understanding of physics is based
on the standard model of particle physics. Although this model has proven to be valid in
many aspects, it is widely believed that it will be
replaced by a more complete theory. Such a
theory would need to be a quantum theory unifying all four fundamental forces. Some of the
candidates for such a “theory of everything”
allow for a variation of fundamental constants.
The idea of changing physical constants was
first conceived by Dirac who related in his
“Large Number Hypothesis” the ratio between
the strength of electro-magnetic and gravitatio‑
nal interaction with the age of the universe. As
the universe continues to age, one of the funda‑
mental constants describing electromagnetism
and gravitation must change as well, according
to the hypothesis. In the meantime many exten‑
sions and variations of this hypothesis have been
postulated. Observing such a temporal variation
of fundamental constants would revolutionize
our current understanding of physics. Even
restricting the rate for a possible variation to
smaller and smaller values could aid to test pre‑
dictions of theories beyond the standard model.
It is convenient to consider only dimensionless
constants, since one would otherwise not be able
to distinguish between a change in its value or
its dimension. Possible experimentally accessible
candidates for a time variation (among others)
are the fine-structure constant α, describing the
strength of electro-magnetic interactions, and the
electron-to-proton mass ratio me/mp [1].
In 2001 the discussion about a change in the
fine-structure constant was spurred by a publi‑
cation of Webb and coworkers [2] who claimed
to have observed a change in α on cosmological
timescales. For their analysis, they recorded
spectra of light emitted by quasars. The spectra
show absorption lines of atoms and molecules
found in interstellar clouds that have been im‑
printed onto the light as it passed through these
clouds on its way to earth. A comparison with
present-day laboratory spectra indicated that
around 1010 years ago, α may have had a value

(5.4±1.2)·10–6 smaller than today. Similar inve‑
stigations by other collaborations could not con‑
firm this result [3, 4], leaving the outcome of the
dispute open. Currently, one of the limitations of
the analysis is the precision with which laborato‑
ry spectra are known [5]. An approach to study
the possible variation of fundamental constants
on laboratory time scales consists of a long-term
highly accurate frequency comparison of atomic
or molecular transitions that depend differently
on a change in the constant. An example is the
recently performed comparison of the singleion mercury and aluminum optical clocks [6].
Over the course of almost a year, frequency ratio
measurements between the clock transitions of
these two ions have been performed that yielded
an upper bound for a relative change in α of
(–1.6±2.3)·10–17/year.
In the following, we will describe two projects that are currently being set up at the
QUEST Institute for Experimental Quantum
Metrology with the goal of helping to solve the
question of a possible time variation of funda‑
mental constants.

2 Quantum logic and precision
spectroscopy
Common to both projects is the use of quantum
logic techniques developed for quantum infor‑
mation processing with trapped ions. The idea
is to use a string of trapped ions in a linear Paul
trap that are strongly coupled via their mutual
Coulomb repulsion. The external motion of the
ions is most conveniently described in a normalmode picture, involving motion of all ions.
Using laser pulses of appropriate frequency and
duration, it is possible to change not only the
internal electronic state of the ions, but also their
motional state in the trap. Cirac and Zoller pro‑
posed to use such laser pulses to entangle ions
and perform quantum logic gates using the nor‑
mal modes in the trap as a “quantum bus” [7].
Shortly after this seminal idea, a controlledNOT (C-NOT) gate between a trapped atomic
ion and its motional mode in the trap was de‑
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Figure 1:
Two ions trapped in a linear Paul trap. Left: Ions
are trapped via radio-frequency (orange) and DC
(yellow and grey) fields
applied to electrodes.
Right: The resulting
potential is harmonic in
three dimensions. The
motion of the ions is
strongly coupled via the
Coulomb repulsion.

monstrated in a pioneering experiment [8]. After
this demonstration of exquisite coherent control
over the internal and external degrees of free‑
dom in an atomic system, quantum information
processing with trapped ions has flourished
and impressive results, such as teleportation,
error-correction and the implementation of
the Deutsch-Jozsa and semi-classical fourier
transformation algorithms have been achieved.
Current state of the art is the manipulation of up
to eight qubits [9, 10] and two-ion gate fidelities
exceeding 99.3% [11]. These accomplishments
were only possible through efficient decoupling
of the internal and external atomic degrees of
freedom from the decoherence-inducing envi‑
ronment and manipulation of the internal states
with highly coherent light fields. The same re‑
quirements hold true for precision spectroscopy,

proposal, a spectroscopy ion is trapped simul‑
taneously with a logic ion in the same potential
well of a linear Paul trap (see Figure 1).
Owing to the strong motional coupling
between ions, laser cooling of the logic ion sym‑
pathetically cools the spectroscopy ion. Using
quanum logic protocols, the internal state in‑
formation of the spectroscopy ion after probing
the transition can be faithfully transferred to the
logic ion, where it is detected with near unit effi‑
ciency (Figure 2).
Furthermore, the internal state of a spectro‑
scopy ion within the spectroscopy manifold of
states can be deterministically prepared using
this technique [14]. Therefore, quantum logic
techniques allow us to fulfill all requirements
to perform precision spectroscopy on ions that
would otherwise be inaccessible due to the lack

where a frequency measurement of an unspoiled
atomic or molecular transition is performed. In
fact, the two fields have a lot in common and
already a number of quantum logic techniques
beneficial for precision spectroscopy have been
proposed [12, 13] and demonstrated [14, 15].
Precision spectroscopy is typically performed
by laser cooling of an atomic sample to reduce
Doppler shifts and increase interrogation times.
Then, the transition of interest is probed with a
frequency stabilized laser. The excitation proba‑
bility is detected via either direct fluorescence
or the electron shelving technique involving a
third atomic level. In both cases a cycling transi‑
tion is required to collect a sufficient number of
photons for state discrimination. This severely
restricts the number of accessible species for
high precision spectroscopy. Dave Wineland
suggested in 2001 the use of quantum logic tech‑
niques to overcome this limitation [12]. In his

of a cycling transition. This spectroscopy tech‑
nique is particularly promising for ions with
cycling transitions in the vacuum ultraviolet
spectral range where no laser source is currently
available, and for atomic and molecular ions
with a complex internal level structure with
many possible decay channels from the excited
state. The described protocol works best for
excited states with a long lifetime, such that
spontaneous decay during the state transfer step
is negligible. In a variation of the scheme, quan‑
tum logic spectroscopy can also be performed
on transitions with a short excited state lifetime.
Possible applications of this new technique are
manifold. It opens up the possibility for unpre‑
cedented high resolution spectroscopy on a wide
range of sympathetically cooled atomic and
molecular species with special spectroscopic pro‑
perties, such as an improved sensitivity to a va‑
riation of fundamental physics constants [16, 17]
or atomic clocks [14].

Figure 2:
Schematic description of
quantum logic spectroscopy. Left: The transition of the spectroscopy
ion (blue) is probed with
a laser. Middle: The state
information is mapped to
the logic ion (red). Right:
Efficient state discrimination using electron
shelving on the logic ion.
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3 Direct frequency comb spectroscopy
using quantum logic

Figure 3:
Experimental setup.
(a) Construction drawing
of the vacuum chamber.
(b) Detail of the ion trap
and a string of magnesium ions observed in the
trap (false-color image).

Many atomic and molecular species with in‑
teresting spectroscopic features have a very
complex level structure. As described above,
quantum logic techniques can be employed to
prepare and probe the ion within the spectro‑
scopy manifold. Nevertheless, if too many levels
are involved, initial state preparation can be
challenging. Conventional spectroscopy typical‑
ly circumvents this issue by probing very many
atoms in a beam or gas cell, thus severely com‑
promising the accurracy of the measurement due
to level shifting and broadening effects. Another
solution is the use of optical pumping to repump
the atom from metastable states back into the

spectral output of the comb. Direct frequency
comb spetroscopy has been implemented in a
variety of flavors: (i) a single comb tooth inter‑
acts with a single transition [19]; (ii) the comb as
a whole is used to drive two-photon transitions,
possibly enhanced by near-resonant coupling to
an intermediate level [20, 21]; and (iii) the comb
is used as a broadband source that simultane‑
ously interacts with many transitions in the ato‑
mic or molecular species [22].
We are currently setting up an experiment in
which we plan to perform direct frequency comb
spectroscopy on metal ions, such as Ca+, Ti+ and
Fe+, using quantum logic for state preparation
and detection. Depending on the ion species,
we will either use the comb to drive two-photon

spectroscopy manifold. For this, light at many
different colors is needed to access all transi‑
tions. One such light source with a very large
spectral bandwidth is an optical frequency
comb [18]. Its invention by T.W. Hänsch and
J. L. Hall has been awarded with the Nobel Prize
in Physics in 2005. Today, two major frequency
comb technologies have been established: Ti:Sabased systems with repetition rates ranging from
80 MHz to up to 10 GHz and a spectral emission
between 600 and 1200 nm, and fiber-laser based
systems with repetition rates ranging from 100
to 200 MHz and a spectral emission between
900 nm and 2 μm. External frequency doubling
and tripling in nonlinear crystals, and high-har‑
monic generation in gas jets allows to shift the
output of the lasers to different spectral regions.
The evenly spaced spectral comb emitted by
these systems is phase and frequency stabilized
to provide a fixed ruler in frequency space, ac‑
ting as an array of thousands of phase-locked
weak continuous-wave lasers. This makes
frequency combs not only ideal instruments to
count optical frequencies [18], but also to directly
perform precision spectroscopy with the broad

transitions (Ca+), or use it as a broadband source
of light, interacting with many transitions simul‑
taneously (Ti+, Fe+). Optical transitions in these
ions are used in the analysis of quasar absorption spectra and are currently known only to an
accuracy ranging between a few 10 MHz to a
few GHz [23]. To improve the analysis for a pos‑
sible time variation of fundamental constants,
accuracies on the order of 1 MHz are required
[5].
In our experiment, we plan to trap a single
spectroscopy ion together with the logic ion
Mg+ in a linear Paul trap inside a vacuum cham‑
ber. Light from the optical frequency comb is
applied along the symmetry axis of the trap (see
Figure 3).
Our first candidate is Ca+, for which accurate
data on the 2S1/2<–> 2P3/2 transition is missing
[24]. Spectroscopy is performed in several steps
(see Figure 5): (i) the ion crystal is cooled to the
ground state of axial motion via Raman side‑
band cooling on Mg+; (ii) the optical frequency
comb is adjusted in its frequency and applied
for a few hundred milliseconds to the spectro‑
scopy ion; and (iii) scattering of photons heats
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the ion crystal to a higher vibrational quantum
number, which can be detected with near unit
efficiency on the Mg+ ion. Performing these steps
in a sequence and adjusting the frequency comb
spacing or offset allows the determination of
the global electronic level scheme of the atomic
system [21] by comparison with a theoretical
model [see Fig. 5(c)].
A similar method will be used to perform
spectroscopy on Ti+ and Fe+. In principle, it
should be possible to use the same versatile
apparatus to investigate a wide variety of spec‑
troscopy ions, provided the spectral range of the
frequency comb covers all involved atomic tran‑
sitions. We will collaborate with other QUEST
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4 A single-ion quantum logic optical
clock
Another application of quantum logic spectro‑
scopy is the development of next-generation
optical clocks [26]. Up to now, atomic species
considered for optical clocks had to fulfill several
criteria: they needed to provide a proper transiti‑
on for laser cooling and detection, and a narrowlinewidth clock transition with high resilience
to external field perturbations. With quantum
logic spectroscopy, the only requirement is a
suitable clock transition, since all other steps will
be performed via the logic ion. This has been
successfully demonstrated with aluminum and
beryllium as the clock and logic ion species [14].
Figure 4:
Detail of the experimental setup. Photo of the last
frequency-doubling stage to generate the ultraviolet
light used for cooling and detecting magnesium ions.
Four mirrors form a bow-tie resonator for the pump
light at 560 nm which is converted to 280 nm in a nonlinear crystal. Source: Universität Innsbruck.

partners (U. Morgner and LZH) to extend optical
frequency combs into the near ultra-violet spec‑
tral regime, relevant to many atomic ion species.
The quantum logic techniques described abo‑
ve can be employed not only for precision spec‑
troscopy, but also to cool the rotational states
of a molecule [25]. Having ground-state cooled
molecules at our disposal allows us to perform
a large variety of fascinating experiments. One
possibility is to conduct precision measurements
of various electronic and rovibrational transi‑
tions using the direct frequency comb spectro‑
scopy techniques developed above.
This would be particularly interesting for
the astrophysically important CaH+ molecule,
for which no experimental data is available. We
will also explore the possibility of implementing
our scheme with other small molecules inclu‑
ding H2+ and HD+, which are relevant for me /mp
measurements.

In the meantime, the aluminum ion optical clock
has advanced to being one of the most accurate
clocks in the world [6]. The limitations in this ex‑
periment are frequency shifts due to micro- and
secular motion of the ion in the trap. Micromo‑
tion is most likely introduced by charging of the
electrodes by ultraviolet laser photons. Heating
of the ion crystal during interrogation is respon‑
sible for a systematic uncertainty in the ampli‑
tude of the secular motion and therefore the
second-order Doppler shift. Both effects can be
significantly reduced in a new setup, featuring a
trap with lower heating rates of the secular motion and different electrode material, less suscep‑
tible to the photo effect. We plan to set up such
an experiment with aluminum as the clock ion
species and a new trap design to overcome the
limitations described above. Having a clock with
such a high accuracy available at PTB will pave
the way not only to establish the single-ion alu‑
minum clock as a secondary frequency standard,
but also to perform precision measurements
with unprecedented resolution. One example
for such an experiment would be to compare
the aluminum ion frequency standard to other
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Figure 5:
Direct Frequency Comb
Spectroscopy of Ca+.
(a) Partial level scheme
of Ca+ and excitation by
optical frequency comb.
(b) Quantum logic spectroscopy sequence.
(c) Density matrix simulation of the number of
scattered photons on
the P1/2 – S1/2 transition
as a function of the
frequency comb’s offset
frequency, scanned
over one repetition rate
(824 MHz).

frequency standards at PTB over the course of
many years and derive an upper limit for a tem‑
poral change in the fine-structure constant on a
laboratory time scale.
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Atom Interferometry

Uwe Sterr 1 and Fritz Riehle 2

1 Introduction
The experiments of Fizeau and Young in the 19
century constituted the crucial proof of the wave
nature of light. Interferometry with light then
found widespread use for precision experiments
at the end of the 19th century. The idea that mat‑
ter also has to be described by waves was intro‑
duced in the early days of quantum mechanics
by E. Schrödinger and L. de Broglie. They attri‑
buted to a particle of momentum p a wavelength
λ = h/p , where h denotes Planck’s constant. For a
laser cooled particle at T = 20 µK, the correspon‑
ding de Broglie wavelength is in the range of
100 nanometers. For room-temperature thermal
velocities, the wavelength is of the order of a few
picometers which is 5 orders of magnitude less
than the wavelength of visible light. Thus atom
interferometers promise a much higher sensiti‑
vity than optical interferometers. However, for
a long time the construction of practical atom
interferometers met with technical difficulties,
since coherent beam splitters and coherencepreserving mirrors for matter waves were not
readily available. After the first atom diffraction
experiments in the 1930s, it took until the end of
the 1980s to set up the first atom interferometers,
using techniques that belong to the foundation
stones of quantum engineering.
Present atom interferometers use microstruc‑
tured mechanical gratings, far detuned standingwave light fields or the interaction with resonant
light fields as beam splitters (see Ref. 1 for a
recent review). Here we want to concentrate on
the latter concept, in particular on the so-called
Ramsey-Bordé atom interferometers. The term
“Ramsey-Bordé interferometry” reflects the hi‑
storical situation that a particular arrangement
for excitation in separated fields was invented by
N. Ramsey in the 1950s in the context of precisi‑
on spectroscopy and atomic frequency standards
[2]. In 1989, this arrangement was identified
by Ch. Bordé as an atom interferometer [3]. In
this contribution, we will briefly review the
work conducted at PTB using calcium atoms in
a Ramsey-Bordé interferometer, discuss rela‑
ted work in QUEST, and propose some future
opportunities.
th
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2 Principles of Ramsey-Bordé atom
interferometry
Ramsey-Bordé atom interferometers use laser
beams whose frequency is resonant with a suita‑
ble atomic transition as splitters and mirrors for
the atomic waves. During the excitation of an
atom by a resonant light field, both energy and
photon momentum is transferred to the atom.
The strength of this interaction can be tailored
experimentally in such a way that after the
interaction the atom is in a superposition of its
ground state |g and its excited state|e . The
excited state acquires the additional momentum
ħk of the photon, where k is the wave vector
2π/λL of the light (Fig. 1). Analogously, stimula‑
ted emission can be used to transfer momentum
to an atom that is initially in the excited state. In
the simplest case, the interaction can be a singlephoton transition to a long-lived atomic excited
state, but also Raman transitions between diffe‑
rent hyperfine levels of the atomic ground state
are widely used.

>

>

Figure 1:
Atomic beam splitter based on the interaction of a
single atom with a laser beam. Due to the interaction
with a photon of the laser beam, an atom with momentum p is transferred from the ground state | g to a
superposition of the ground state and the excited state
| e . In the excited state, the momentum p of the atom
is increased by the momentum ħk of the absorbed
photon. Momentum transfer also occurs for an excited
atom that is brought into the ground state by stimulated
emission.

>

>

The single-beam interaction illustrated in Fig. 1
can be used as a building block for different
types of atom interferometers, as depicted
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in Figs. 2 and 3. The first interaction coherently
splits the atomic wave into two partial waves.
(Here we consider only two partial waves even
though in some interferometers more than two
partial waves can interfere.) In the second inter‑
action zone, these partial waves are deflected –
again by momentum transfer from the laser field
to the atomic waves – and in the third interaction
zone the partial waves are recombined. Thus the
two partial atomic waves interfere at the output
of the interferometer. Depending on the phase
difference Δϕ between the partial waves, the
amplitudes of the combined atomic waves (and
hence the atom numbers) in the two output ports
of the interferometer vary sinusoidally. If the ve‑
locity of the atoms is large, the spatial separation
between the exit ports can be very small because
the transferred momentum is much smaller than
the total atomic momentum. Nevertheless, since
the atoms in both output ports are in different
atomic states, the interference signal can be iden‑
tified unambiguously by optical detection.

						

The first atom interferometers used thermal
atomic beams that interacted with spatially se‑
parated beam splitters. In analogy with optical
white-light interferometers, here the broad range
of velocities in the thermal atomic beam leads
to a broad spectrum of de Broglie wavelengths.
Subsequently laser cooling techniques were
employed to narrow the velocity width of the
atomic ensemble. Typically atoms are cooled and
trapped in a magneto-optical trap. The cloud
of cold atoms is released and the freely falling
atoms interact with the beam splitters which
are realized by pulsing the light fields. In this
case, the horizontal scale associated with the ato‑
mic trajectories shown in Fig. 2 can be thought
of as being a temporal rather than a spatial
coordinate.
If the path of the atoms is described in the
time domain, the phase evolution of the atomic
wave function depends on the energy U of the
particle according to the Schrödinger equation

This is assumed for the central interaction zone
in Fig. 2. In both arms of the interferometer, the
atoms spend the same time in the ground and in
the excited state. Thus the phase shift expressed
by Eq. (1) is equal for both partial waves and the
phase difference between interferometer arms is
exclusively determined by the phase difference
Δϕ that is associated with the spatial phases ϕi
of the laser beams in the three interaction zones
i = 1, 2, 3:
			
.
(2)
			

(1)

where ΔΦ denotes the acquired phase difference.
The energy U can be different for the two partial
waves as a result of the interaction with external
potentials or because of the difference in inter‑
nal atomic energy. In interferometers where the
beam splitters are realized by laser light, the
optical phase at the point of interaction is also
imprinted on the atomic wave.
In the interferometer shown in Fig. 2, the
first and the last laser pulse act on the atoms as
so-called π/2 pulses, i.e., atoms entering in the
ground state leave the interaction in a super‑
position between the ground and excited states
with equal amplitudes of the two partial waves.
By increasing the time of the interaction or the
power of the laser pulse, a π-pulse is generated
which transfers a ground-state atom to the exci‑
ted state and vice versa. In this way, the interac‑
tion acts like a mirror rather than a beam splitter.

Depending on the experimental geometry, this
phase difference can be sensitive to, e.g., accele‑
ration or rotation of the interferometer.
A second type of interferometer consisting of
two counterpropagating pairs of laser beams or
laser pulses is shown in Fig. 3. Besides non-inter‑
fering paths there are two closed combinations
of paths which form interferometers. Only one of

Figure 2:
Symmetric RamseyBordé atom interferometer. Only paths that lead
to an interference pattern
are shown. The black
(red) trajectory indicates
an atomic partial wave
where the atom is in the
ground (excited) state.
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these combinations is shown in Fig. 3. Here the
time spent by the atoms in the ground and exci‑
ted states is different for the two interferometer
arms. In addition to the phase of the laser fields,
the phase difference therefore also depends on
the detuning Δν between the laser and the ato‑
mic transition frequency:

				

. (3)

Here, M is the atomic mass and T is the time
between the first and the second, or the third
and the fourth interaction.

3 Precision measurements using atom
interferometry: Early investigations
at PTB

Figure 4:
Signals of laser frequency-sensitive calcium
atom interferometers,
showing measurements
performed with a thermal
atomic beam and with
laser-cooled atoms.

In this section we present applications of Ram‑
sey-Bordé atom interferometers to precision
measurements that were demonstrated at PTB.
The interferometers used the 1S0 – 3P1 intercom‑
bination transition of calcium at λ L = 657 nm in
order to split, modify and recombine the atomic
waves. In the first experiments, thermal atomic
beams with short coherence length were used.
Laser-decelerated atomic beams and Ca atoms
cooled to temperatures of 3 mK and 20 µK in a
magneto-optical trap were employed later. The
reduction of the temperature leads to a dramatic
improvement in the signals as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 3:
Asymmetric RamseyBordé atom interferometer. Only one of the two
possible path combinations forming an interferometer are shown.

3.1 Measurement of rotations: The Sagnac
effect
Shortly after the interpretation of the Ramsey
excitation scheme as an atom interferometer by
Bordé, the Sagnac effect was observed and mea‑
sured using a four-beam calcium atom interfero‑
meter [4]. The setup comprised a thermal atomic
beam apparatus on a rotation stage that allowed
to rotate the setup with an angular frequency of
up to Ω = 0.12 s–1 (Fig. 5). The interferometer
used four interaction zones. The corresponding
laser beams were derived from the collimated
output of a single-mode optical fibre that directed the laser output to the rotation stage. Two
cat’s eyes were used to obtain the four parallel
laser beams defining the interaction zones (Fig. 6).
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Figure 5:
Rotatable atom interferometer. A beam of calcium
atoms is used for the
first measurement of the
Sagnac effect by atom
interferometry.

In this setup the phase difference between the
two partial waves in the exit ports of the interfe‑
rometer is given by

					

(4)

			
where v is the velocity of the atoms and D and d
are given in Fig. 6. Thus the rotation with angu‑
lar frequency Ω leads to a frequency shift
.
(5)
			
					
In the experiment a good agreement with this
prediction could be demonstrated. Less than two
decades after this landmark experiment, an im‑
provement by twelve orders of magnitude
has been reached using laser cooled caesium
atoms and Raman transitions between their
ground-state hyperfine levels [5]. This accuracy
now rivals the best mechanical and laser gyro‑
scopes [6].

Figure 6:
Setup for the first measurement of the Sagnac
effect with an atom
interferometer. BS: beam
splitter; PD: photodiode;
Pol: polarizer; PMT:
photomultiplier tube.
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3.2 Measurement of atomic properties: Static
and dynamic polarizability

Figure 7:
An atom interferometer
exposed to an electric
field can be used to
measure atomic polarizabilities and the AharonovCasher phase [7].

If a Ramsey-Bordé interferometer is operated in
an electric field, the polarizability of the atoms
can be determined from the field-dependent
shift of the interferometer phase. Since in this
kind of interferometer the partial waves are la‑
belled by the atomic state, it is not necessary to
spatially restrict the field to one interferometer
arm if the quantity of interest is the difference
of the polarizabilities of the two atomic states.
In our experiments, the whole interferometer [7]
or a part of it [8] were placed in a capacitor-like
arrangement of plane electrodes (Fig. 7).

3.3 Measurement of topological phase shifts
The arrangement developed by Karsten Zeiske
[7] also permitted a measurement of the socalled Aharonov-Casher phase, a phase diffe‑
rence between two partial waves of an atom
with nonzero magnetic dipole moment that ari‑
ses if the trajectories of the partial waves enclose
a uniform line charge. This topological phase
shift appears even though there is no accelera‑
ting force acting on the atom. The magnitude
of the shift is independent of both the detailed
atomic path and the velocity. It was possible to
experimentally confirm the predicted magnitude
of the Aharonov-Casher phase with a relative
uncertainty of 2.2 %.
3.4 Optical Frequency Standards
The sensitivity of asymmetric four-pulse and
four-beam atom interferometers to the difference
between the laser frequency and the frequency
of the atomic transition can be employed to pre‑
cisely measure the atomic transition frequency.
The calcium atom interferometer, first in its
thermal atomic beam version and later with la‑
ser cooled atoms in a magneto-optical trap, was
used to measure the frequency of the λ = 657 nm
1
S0– 3P1 intercombination line of calcium. This
system served as one of the best optical frequen‑
cy standards of its time and was seminal for the
development of the optical clocks that now rival
the best microwave clocks [11].

Later, the dynamic polarizability of calcium
was measured at PTB in a time-domain interfe‑
rometer. An additional laser pulse of variable
wavelength (between 780 nm and 1064 nm) was
applied between the first and the second inter‑
ferometer pulse [9]. Measurements using this
setup improved the knowledge of the magni‑
tudes of the Ca transition matrix elements and
thus allowed to determine the so-called magic
wavelength of calcium. In a calcium lattice clock
operating with the optical lattice field at the ma‑
gic wavelength, the clock frequency is unaffected
by the lattice field (Fig. 8) [10].

4 Precision measurements using atom
interferometry: Ongoing work
in QUEST
There is a variety of atom interferometer re‑
search going on in QUEST for both basic re‑
search and applications. This work is introduced
in the following.
4.1 Cold Atom Sagnac Interferometer
In the framework of QUEST, a transportable
matter wave interferometer named CASI (Cold
Atom Sagnac Interferometer) is currently being
set up at the Institute of Quantum Optics (IQO)
at Leibniz Universität Hannover (Fig. 9). With
CASI, it will be possible to test and compare dif‑
ferent Sagnac gyroscopes, for example the huge
stationary optical interferometers operated in
Christchurch (New Zealand) and Wettzell (Ger‑
many) which are used to monitor the changing
rotation rate of the Earth. CASI will also serve
as a ground based test facility for future satellite
missions.
Figure 8:
Normalized shift of the calcium interferometer signal for different Zeeman
components of the 1S0–3P1 transition
as a function of wavelength λ of
the additionally applied laser field [9].
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3 mm
15 cm
MOT 1

CASI employs two sources of laser-cooled rubidium atoms. Each atomic source comprises
a three-dimensional magnetooptical trap (MOT)
which is loaded from a two-dimensional
MOT optimized for high atomic flux. From the
two MOT systems, two counterpropagating
beams of cold atoms are launched onto ballistic
trajectories using a so-called moving molasses
technique. The atomic waves of these beams are
split, redirected, and recombined by laser beams
which intersect the atomic trajectories near their
apex (blue arrows in Fig. 9). The phase shift bet‑
ween the atomic partial waves depends on the
rotation rate and the area enclosed by the partial
waves. The use of counterpropagating atomic
beams significantly increases the accuracy of the
interferometric measurement since most of the
external perturbations that might cause phase
shifts are independent of the direction of the
atomic beam, whereas the sign of the Sagnac
phase shift depends on the beam direction.
Hence, by subtracting the signals delivered by
the two counterpropagating atomic beams the
pure rotation signal can be extracted while per‑

Figure 10:
Proposed satellite missions like
HYPER (left, courtesy of ESA)
and SAGAS (right, courtesy of
P. Wolf, LNE-SYRTE) rely on atom
interferometers.

MOT 2

A

turbations, for example those introduced by im‑
perfections of the beam splitters, are eliminated
to first order.
4.2 Atom interferometry for space-time sensors
In addition to the transportable CASI system,
rubidium atom interferometers of the RamseyBordé type are also investigated at the Institute
for Quantum Optics as rotation and acceleration
sensors [12]. Interferometers of this type might
be used as sensors in space missions like HYPER
(Fig. 10) to test predictions of General Relativity like the challengingly small Lense-Thirring
effect. This effect is related to the prediction
that the rotating Earth drags the surrounding
space-time with it, which could be detected by
the rotation of test bodies. With high sensitivity
the frame-dragging effect could be detected by
an atom interferometer located in a satellite that
circles the Earth in a sun-synchronous polar or‑
bit [13].
In another project study termed SAGAS
(Search for Anomalous Gravitation with Atomic
Sensors) [14], it is proposed to look for devia‑

Figure 9:
Sketch of the transportable matter wave sensor
CASI (Cold Atom Sagnac
Interferometer) developed at the Institute of
Quantum Optics at Leibniz Universität Hannover.
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tions from the Newtonian law of gravitation in
the outer region of the solar system using the
combination of an atomic clock and of an accele‑
ration sensor based on atom interferometry.
Currently the “technology readiness” of the‑
se sensors for space missions is being improved
in several projects in QUEST.

5 The measurement of fundamental
constants

The accurate determination of fundamental con‑
stants is of utmost importance for metrology and
there is a program to base most if not all of the
base units in the International System of Units
(SI) on fundamental constants [15].
5.1 Fine structure constant
The fine structure constant α characterizes the
strength of the electromagnetic interaction.
The presently most precise value has been de‑
termined by a measurement of the anomalous
g-factor of the electron. This parameter depends
in a very complicated way on the fine structure
constant, so that the evaluation of α requires
extensive quantum-electrodynamic calculations.
The current calculations extend to the eighth
order of perturbation theory and yield α with
a relative uncertainty of 3.7·10–10 [16]. In order
to confirm these calculations, an independent
measurement of α is urgently needed. The fine
structure constant can also be derived from the
Rydberg constant and the ratio h/M between
Planck’s constant and the mass M of a particle.
Currently the best measurements of h/M rely on
atom interferometric measurements where the
recoil velocity v = hk/M or the recoil energy shift
ћ2k2/2M of isolated atoms is determined.
These measurements make use of asymme‑
tric atom interferometers. Here, the two recoil
components of the excited atomic transition
are separated by a frequency difference
Δν = h/(λL2M). However, in the case of calcium
for example this shift amounts to only 23 kHz,
and to reach a relative uncertainty of 10–10, a
resolution in the microhertz range would be
required, much less than the atomic linewidth.
Therefore in most atom interferometric recoil
shift measurements many recoil momenta are
transferred to increase the sensitivity. In the
Stanford atom interferometer, a sequence of
Rabi flopping pulses is applied between the first
and the second beam splitter pulse in order to
increase the transferred momentum to 24 photon
momenta [17].
Another approach uses Bloch oscillations of
atomic matter waves in an optical lattice under
the influence of gravity or in an accelerated lattice. Here the atoms are trapped in a periodic
potential. If a force is applied to the atoms, they
are accelerated until they undergo a Bragg re‑

flection which changes the atomic momentum
by exactly ћk. In an experiment performed at the
École Normale Supérieure (Paris), up to 1600
photon recoil momenta were transferred and the
fine structure constant was determined with a
relative uncertainty of 4.5·10–9 [18].
5.2 The gravitational constants g and G
Atom interferometry is especially suited for the
measurement of small forces acting on atoms.
In a setup with three interaction zones as shown
in Fig. 3, the phase shift due to an acceleration a
parallel to the laser beams is given by
Δϕ = ϕ1 − 2ϕ2 + ϕ3 = −kaT 2 .

(6)

				
Currently the acceleration a = g in the gravitati‑
onal potential of the Earth is measured by atom
interferometers with a resolution of 0.8·10–7 m/s2
at 1 s averaging time [17, 19, 20, 21]. The precise
value of the gravitational acceleration g is nee‑
ded for example in a Watt balance which com‑
pares electrical and mechanical work. Here g is
required to determine the weight force of a given
mass. Using a measurement of the electric work
based on the Josephson effect and the quantum
Hall effect, a value for Planck’s constant was ob‑
tained with a relative uncertainty of 6.6·10–9 [22].
If additional field masses are placed around
an atom interferometer, the measured gravitatio‑
nal acceleration is modified by the gravitational
action of the field masses. From the measured
change of the acceleration for various positions
of the test masses the Newtonian gravitatio‑
nal constant G was determined with a relative
uncertainty of 2·10–3 [23].
We note that the measurement of small
forces by atom interferometry also allows the
investigation of weak forces at small distances.
This is of interest in particular for measurements
of the Casimir-Polder force and of the gravitatio‑
nal force at small distances.

6 Outlook
Considering the successful application of atom
interferometry to precision measurements in various fields of metrology, it appears that atom
interferometry holds the potential for further
dramatic improvements. One of the biggest chal‑
lenges of atom interferometry on the way to fully
using its potential is due to the fact that – in con‑
trast to photons in optical interferometers – the
atoms have a nonzero rest mass and consequent‑
ly are accelerated in the gravitational field of the
Earth. This limits the usable interaction time of
the atoms in the interferometer and thus the size
of the apparatus and the achievable accuracy.
One solution to this problem is to operate atom
interferometers in a microgravity environment.
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Another possible solution is an interferometer
where the atoms are guided in static magnetic or
electric fields or in optical fields. However, such
guiding fields easily lead to uncontrollable phase
shifts. A possible way to avoid this problem is to
store the atoms in an optical guiding structure
that operates at the magic wavelength (see Sec.
3.2). This new approach will be investigated at
PTB.		
Another option to overcome the influence
of the gravitational attraction is to construct an
atom interferometer where the beam splitting
pulses levitate the atoms in a suitable way. This
proposal of Impens and Bordé [24] could be rea‑
lized with the PTB calcium atom interferometer.
A promising research field whose full po‑
tential still has to be explored is the utilization
of Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC) for highprecision atom interferometry. Although a large
variety of atom interferometry experiments have
been performed with BEC, in many cases only
qualitative or semiquantitative results were ob‑
tained. On the one hand, the high atomic density
of BEC is indispensable for experiments that
investigate the behaviour of matter waves in
nonlinear regimes. On the other hand, the inter‑
action between atoms in a BEC easily leads to
spatially varying phases that prohibit accurate
interferometric measurements. Here, BEC con‑
sisting of alkaline-earth atoms offer an advan‑
tage because the intercombination transitions
of these atoms have very narrow linewidths.
These transitions have been used previously in
optical frequency standards and their properties
with respect to external perturbations are well
known. Using this knowledge and the frequency
measurement techniques developed for optical
atomic clocks, phase shifts can be detected with
high sensitivity and analyzed quantitatively.
At PTB, experiments are in progress which
aim at obtaining calcium and strontium BoseEinstein condensates and applying them to atom
interferometry.
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